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ABSTRACT
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THERMOHALINE
CONVECTION IN THE MIXED LAYER OF THE OCEAN

Victor E. Delnore
Old Dominion University, 1976
Director: Dr. Chester E. Grosch

The intradiumal heating and cooling cycle of the mixed layer of a
tropical ocean is investigated through the use of a pseudo-two-dimensional numerical model.

Particular emphasis is given to two-component

diffusion resulting from dynamic instabilities in the water column.

The

conservation equations for salt and heat include the effects of solar
heating, horizontal advectlon, and turbulent fluxes at the sea surface,
while wind mixing enter through the use of depth-dependent eddy diffusion
coefficients resulting from the wave-orbital shear model of KitaigorodsldLy.
All inputs are treated as functions of time-of-day, or calculated via the
bulk aerodynamic method.
The entrainment fluxes of salt and heat due to the mechanical stirring
of the wind and the fluxes due to molecular diffusion are treated as
separate, their respective contributions being added to form the diffu
sion coefficients used in an altemating-direction explicit scheme to
integrate the heat and salt equations.
of strong solar heating (i.e.,

Near the surface, in the absence

nighttime), these two fluxes alone are

insufficient to remove the near-surface static instabilities; thus the
presence of some additional process is suggested.

A dynamic stability

analysis is carried out, based on the temperature and salinity gradients.
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The resulting Rayleigh numbers indicate the possibility of double-diffu
sive convection, whereby the vertical transfers of salt and heat may
proceed at rates far greater than can be accounted for by molecular
diffusion alone.

Therefore, the molecular diffusions in the model are

increased by a factor roughly proportional to the one-third power of the
ratio of the local effective Rayleigh number to a critical Rayleigh
number.

The modified molecular diffusivities are then added to the eddy

diffusion coefficients due to the wind, to form the total diffusion
coefficients used in the numerical integrations.
Comparisons are made between the model-generated profiles of tem
perature and the profiles observed in the ocean.

The comparisons show

very good agreement, especially in predicting the shape of the heat wave
at 1 m vertical resolution during the daily cycle.

(Previous models

typically predict the temperature and depth of a thick isothermal layer.)
A brief review is given of other models of the mixed layer, with
particular emphasis on those which recognize the importance of the
salinity gradient in the heating cycle.

The importance of mixed-layer

structure and methods for its measurements are discussed.

Possible

errors, both in oceanic sampling and in the numerical model, are
estimated and discussed.

Suggestions are made for further investigation.
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They that go down to the sea in ships,
that do business in great waters;
These see the works of the Lord,
and his wonders in the deep.
For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind,
which lifteth up the waves thereof.
They mount up to the heaven; they go down again to the deeps:
their soul is melted because of their trouble.
They reel to and fro, and stagger like a drunken man,
and are at their wit's end.
Then they cry unto the Lord in their trouble,
and he bringeth them out of their distresses.
He maketh the storm a calm,
so that the waves thereof are still.
Then they are glad because they be quiet;
so he bringeth them into their desired haven.
Oh that men would praise the Lord for his goodness,
and for his wonderful works to the children of men!

Book of Psalms, Ch. 107, v. 23-31,
King James Version.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose and Scope of this Dissertation
Observations of the nixed layer of the ocean suggest that there are

many processes at work, some of them more clearly understood than others.
This dissertation Is an attempt to determine, describe, and model these
processes.

The processes are Identified by the study of temperature,

salinity, and density soundings obtained In the ocean.

They are described

by bringing together several theories for the mixed layer.

The modeling

is accomplished by embodiment of these theories in a mathematical state
ment of the response of the mixed layer to the driving processes.

The

mathematical formulation is then expressed in a form suitable for use as
a computer model, and the results of numerical simulations are compared
with oceanic observations.
The model attempts to predict the response of the oceanic mixed
layer to changes in meteorlogical inputs, for varying initial conditions.
The uniqueness of this study lies in the inclusion of a dynamic
stability analysis.

As a result of this analysis the diffusion coeffi

cients used in the numerical integrations are selectively augmented.
Such modifications of the diffusion coefficients allows prediction of the
near-surface convection by which static instabilities caused by surface
cooling are prevented.
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1.2

Why Study the Mixed Layer of a Tropical Ocean?
1.2.1.

Air-sea interaction

The rate of radiative heat loss by the atmosphere is nearly independ
ent of latitude, yet the atmosphere's rate of heat gain from the sea is
strongly latitude-dependent (Holland, 1972).

Over the Atlantic Ocean, for

instance, the highest rates of sea-to-air energy transfer are observed in
the subtropical latitudes where there are strong steady winds (Sverdrup
et al., 1942, p. 121, and Haney, 1971).

As described above, the layering

of the near-surface water strongly affects the rates of evaporation and
conduction.

Thus, an understanding of the mechanisms which produce the

layering of the water is needed if the main fueling system of the global
atmosphere is to be understood.

Because atmospheric phenomena have

typical time scales of several days, it is necessary to study the ocean
and the air-sea interface at that time scale.

This is a key element in

any attempt at large-scale, long-term numerical weather prediction.
1.2.2.

Acoustic propagation

The speed of sound in sea water is a known function of salinity,
temperature, and pressure, thus the propagation of sound can be fairly
well forecast if good predictions of the thermohaline structure can be
made.

Knowledge and prediction of acoustic propagation is of vital im

portance to submarine operations and anti-submarine warfare efforts, as
well as to the efficient use of the SOFAR channel for location of under
water sound sources (Officer, 1958).
1.2.3.

Understanding of the processes themselves

Investigation of the temporal behavior of mixed layer structure is
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interesting in its own right because of the variety of processes at work.
As better instruments become available more refined theories and improved
statistical tools will probably be required to explain newly-detected
phenomena.

1.3

Background
1.3.1.

Air-sea energy exchange

The main source of energy for the earth is solar radiation.

A large

part of the radiation reaching the earth is converted to heat in the oceans
and then released as latent heat to the winds for distribution throughout
the surface of the planet.

The exchange of heat and of mechanical energy

is profoundly influenced by the layering and the states of motion of both
the air and the water at and near their common interface.
The water is heated on a daily schedule which is affected by cloud
cover and atmospheric turbidity and by the gradual change of solar declin
ation with the seasons.

This heating is strongest at the surface and de

creases with depth during the daylight hours.
In any region of the ocean, additional heat may be advectively lost
or gained by the action of the current flowing through the region.
In a tropical or subtropical ocean, much of the heat gained by the
water from solar radiation or from other sources is released to the
atmosphere through evaporation and conduction, both of which tend to
cause a lowering of the temperature at the water surface.

Also tending

to cool the water surface is the net long-wave heat loss caused by the
ocean surface acting as a nearly black-body radiator.

(Dietrich, 1963,

p. 156).
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The surface cooling caused by the long-wave radiation, and the con
ductive and evaporative heat losses, proceeds continuously with very
little intradiurnal variation.

This cooling is superimposed on the

strongly diurnal solar warming of the water column.
Some of the heat energy gained by the atmosphere from the ocean is
transferred back to the sea as mechanical energy which both moves the
water as wind-driven currents and stirs it by creating waves which mix
the water beneath them.
The wind-induced mixing tends to smooth out the layering caused by
the interaction of the solar heating and the surface cooling so as to form
a single layer of nearly constant salinity and temperature with a thick
ness depending on the strength and duration of the wind.
In a typical tropical or subtropical ocean, the solar heating
effectively penetrates to a depth of some tens of meters, as does the
mixing caused by the wind.

The cooling caused by evaporation, conduction,

and long-wave radiation takes immediate effect only in a thin layer of
thickness one millimeter or less, at the surface.

Since the several pro

cesses operate on various parts of the water column with varying degrees
of regularity, any observed vertical profile of temperature (or of
salinity) is only an aggregate signature left by the effects of many
separate but related and competing processes.

Moreover, heat and salt

losses due to turbulent exchange with the water below the diurnallyaffected layer, molecular diffusion, and the reversibility of conductive
exchange between the sea and the atmosphere must be considered.
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1.3.2.

Vater column stability

If the working of all the above named processes results In a water
column with hydrostatic instabilities (that is, density decreasing with
depth) then convective overturning must take place to restore stability.
Observations indicate that such instabilities must be very short lived.
The potential energy possessed by a statically unstable water column
quickly becomes the kinetic energy of the convective motion which re
stores stability (3\xrner, 1973, p. 4).

The

lifetime of the instabili

ties may be estimated in several ways:

the minimum bouyancy period for

instabilities in a typical diurnal thermocline of the subtropical ocean
is several minutes (Phillips, 1966, p. 17).

Ostapoff and Worthem (1974)

observed a minimum period of about four minutes for unstable nighttime
convection.

Shirtcliffe (1969a) observed oscillations with periods on

the order of one minute in laboratory experiments designed for the study
of marginally stable layers.
The vertical gradient of water density is determined by the vertical
gradients of both temperature and salinity, if the pressure dependence is
neglected.

If salinity is held constant, density decreases with in

creasing temperature.
salinity increases.

With constant temperature, density increases as
If neither temperature nor salinity is held constant

(ie., each is a function of depth) then several possibilities exist for
the resulting density profile.

For some configurations of temperature

and salinity gradients, static stability will result, and for other
combinations, static instability will be the case.

Near the limits of

static stability, marginal stability exists, and an important physical
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phenomenon termed double-diffusive convection may take place.
take one of two forms:

This can

(a) warm, salty water underlain by cooler, fresher

water may give rise to "salt fingering", thin vertical columns of salty
water which descend into the fresher fluid, losing salt and heat as they
descend; or (b) unstable oscillations may arise on the boundary between
cooler, fresher water above warmer, saltier water.
In both cases, the vertical exchange of salt and heat progresses much
more rapidly than can be accounted for by molecular diffusion alone.

In

the absence of the double-diffusive convection or other stability-depen
dent processes, the mixing would have to be accomplished by wind mixing
and molecular diffusion.

These may not provide sufficient mixing to avoid

the static instabilities caused by surface cooling.

Double-diffusive con

vection is an additional exchange process, and this may be the mechanism
by which static instabilities are avoided.
Wind mixing and molecular diffusion are normally present at all
times; double-diffusive phenomena exist only in the presence of certain
combinations of salinity and temperature gradients.

The concepts of

doubler-diffusive convection are discussed in detail in a later chapter.
1.3.3.

Use of a numerical model

Use of a numerical model allows the evolution and interaction of a
great number of complicated processes to be followed.

In the model

developed in this dissertation, all of the processes known to be of
importance in shaping the mixed layer's thermohaline structure are
included:

solar heating, horizontal advection, turbulent fluxes at the

sea surface, and wind mixing.

All meteorological and radiological inputs

are treated as functions of the time-of-day, or are calculated with
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empirical formulas.

The entrainment fluxes of salt and heat due to the

mechanical stirring by the wind and the fluxes due to molecular diffusion
are treated separately.

Their respective contributions are added to form

the diffusion coefficients used in an altemating-direction explicit
scheme to integrate the heat and salt equations.

A dynamic stability

analysis of the water column is carried out, based on the temperature and
salinity gradients.

The resulting Rayleigh numbers indicate the possi

bility of double-diffusive convection, whereby the vertical transfers of
salt and heat may proceed at rates far greater than can be accounted for
by molecular diffusion alone.

Therefore, the coefficients of molecular

diffusion in the model are increased whenever the Rayleigh numbers
satisfy certain criteria to be discussed below.

The modified molecular

diffusivities are then added to the eddy diffusion coefficients due to
the wind, to form the total diffusion coefficients used in the integrations.
1.3.4.

Assumptions

Certain assumptions are made in formulating the model.

These assump

tions, while tending to limit the application and validity of the model,
serve to allow a more complete solution to a somewhat simplified problem.
This is certainly preferable to a less complete solution to the full
blown problem of the ocean mixed layer, with all its intricacies.
The present study concerns itself with the behavior of the ocean
over several days at a time, with the emphasis on intradiurnal variations.
Seasonal effects are supressed.

Since oceanic soundings are typically

obtained on a time scale of hours, we will concern ourselves with pro
cesses which contribute to hour-by-hour variations in the observable
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quantities in the ocean.

The meteorological parameters wind speed,

specific humidity, and air temperature are assumed given.
Horizontal currents are not sought as solutions, but are used
together with the horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity to
calculate horizontal advection.

In this sense the model is pseudo-two-

dimensional; otherwise the model is one-dimensional.
The small compressibility of sea water resulting from hydrostatic
pressure is retained in the calculation of density.

However, the effects

of local pressure variations due to waves is neglected.

1.4

Preview

The next chapter outlines some of the processes that work in the
upper ocean, describes some of the methods used in their measurement, and
reviews several models formulated to describe these processes.

Chapter

Three introduces the concepts of double-diffusive convection, which, until
recently, had been observed only in laboratory experiments but is lately
being recognized as an important process in the ocean.

The fourth and

fifth chapters are the description of the mixed-layer model, first as a
mathematical statement and then as a numerical scheme for use on a digital
computer.

A flow chart of the computer program by which the numerical

model is implemented is given in an appendix.

The numerical predictions

and their comparisons with oceanic data are presented and discussed in
the final chapter, with conclusions and recommendations for further in
vestigation.
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CHAPTER II
MIXED LAYER STRUCTURE:

DISCUSSION OF MODELS

The upper tens of meters of a tropical or subtropical ocean is an
ideal place to study diurnal variations in the sea.

Abundant solar

energy is available, the evaporation rate is high, and the fairly steady
winds facilitate separation of the daily cycle into components.

Figure

2.0-1 shows summer profiles from two soundings of salinity and temperature,
with the resulting density, for the upper 200 m at a location 600 km east
of Barbados (Delnore and McHugh, 1972).

The nearly constant salinity and

temperature above 20 m depth indicates a strongly mixed surface layer.
The data shown by solid lines are for 0800 local standard time, June 23,
1969, and those shown by dashes are for six hours later, at the same
location.

Note that the significant changes in all three parameters are

primarily restricted to the upper 60 m.
There are variations in salinity and temperature below the mixed
layer, but these exhibit no strongly diurnal cycle.

They are the result

of inertial oscillations, and, in some cases, of internal mixing processes
at time scales other than diurnal (Phillips, 1966, p. 159) and are not
considered in the present study.

The pycnocline (large vertical density

gradient) serves to buffer, or insulate, the water below the mixed layer
from meteorological and solar influences occurring near the surface.
Oceanic data similar to those shown in Figure 2.0-1 are used later in the
present study for comparison with numerical simulations.
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2Q0A
Figure 2.0-1
Temperature (T), salinity (S), and

(ft for

the upper 200 m at 13°N, 54°W.

Solid curves: 0800 local standard time, 23 June 1969;
Broken curves: 1400 local standard time, 23 June 1969.
Source: Delnore and McHugh, 1972.

Source: Delnore and McHugh (1972).
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2.1

Measuring and Sampling the Mixed Layer
Numerous schemes have been devised for measuring the characteristics

of the ocean's mixed layer.

Since the motion of the near-surface water

is usually turbulent, quite different pictures of the mixed layer will be
obtained according to the choice of variables and at what points and with
what sampling intervals the variables are measured.

A description of the

mixed layer can also vary according to the ways in which the measurements
are recorded, processed, and used.
2.1.1.

Variables, time scales, and assumptions

Of the variables practical to measure, the most useful in describing
the mixed layer are temperature, salinity, velocity, and the vertical
gradients of these.

Ideally, these would be measured as functions of

depth, at all places in the ocean, and for all times.
is not possible, nor is it always desirable.

This, of course,

By making certain reasonable

assumptions, however, an adequate picture of the mixed layer may be
realized from representative soundings.

For studies of the vertical

transfer of heat, a time series of soundings may suffice.

The sampling

interval should be smaller than half the period of the most rapid varia
tions sought, and the total sampling duration should extend over several
cycles of the longest variations to be studied.

For a study of the

diurnal patterns of the mixed layer, for Instance, several soundings per
day for several days may be sufficient.

The vertical spacing in the

soundings should be no greater than half the size of the smallest varia
tions to be studied.

These requirements are the Nyquist criteria for

temporal and spatial sampling.

If the observation scheme is such that the
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Nyquist limits are approached, then filtering may be required to prevent
aliasing.
The very notion of considering a vertical sounding to be represen
tative of the surrounding water implies the assumption of horizontal
homogeneity.
acceptable.

Far from shorelines or boundary currents this is normally
If the mean values of the measured quantities can be ex

pected to remain the same over, in the case mentioned, several days in
time, then stationarity in the randomly fluctuating data is assumed.

It

may also be possible to assume that certain three-dimensional processes
manifest themselves in ways which can be detected by one-dimensional
sampling.
2.1.2.

Sampling from a ship

All of the restrictions and assumptions mentioned above are inherent
in any gathering of geophysical data.

To these restrictions must be added

those imparted by the use of a ship as a data-gathering platform.

The

mixed layer can actually become more mixed by the passage of a ship's hull.
Even if the ship is not making way through the water, lee eddies and other
turbulent effects can be set up by the presence of the hull.

Also,

critical daytime temperature measurements can become biased according to
whether the sensor is in the shadow of the hull.

The rolling of the ship

can cause serious deterioration in the quality of any depth-dependent data
which is obtained from instruments being winched.

In fact, Pingree (1971)

shows that the smallest vertical resolution that should be inferred from
any winch-gathered data (which includes nearly all subsurface oceano
graphic data) is at least as great as the product of the lowering rate
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(winch speed) and the period of roll.

For a lowering rate of 20 m min-^

and swells of six sec period, there is thus an unavoidable vertical
averaging which destroys any vertical resolution smaller than two meters.
Pingree goes on to point out how step-like features in otherwise smooth
data can be produced by various combinations of roll period, winch speed,
and instrument time lag.
2.1.3.

Sampling instruments

Many types of sampling instruments are available for obtaining pro
files of thermohaline structure in the mixed layer.

The bathythermograph

(BT) uses mechanical means to produce a trace of temperature vs. pressure
on a metal-coated or smoke-coated glass slide.

The BT is lowered through

the water, the slide is removed after the BT is retrieved, and the trace
on the slide is read directly.

Temporal behavior of the temperature can

be estimated only through the use of repeated soundings.

Thermistor

chains have been built using temperature-sensitive circuit elements
mounted at several positions on a vertical cable.

Each element gives a

voltage, current, or frequency signal and these are recorded as functions
of time.

Thus a useful time-temperature-depth section can be realized.

Nansen bottles, Niskin samplers, and other water-collecting devices
are available for trapping water at predetermined depths for salinity de
termination after retrieval.

Such bottles or samplers are usually fitted

with some arrangement of pressure-sensitive and pressure-independent
thermometers, from which temperature is obtained and depth is verified.
Presently the use of such samplers in mixed-layer physical oceanography
is limited to obtaining data by which more sophisticated instruments are
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calibrated.
Jaeger (1975) outlines the development of one version of the common
salinity-temperature-depth (STD) instruments which have found wide
spread use.

Frequency-modulated signals from each of several sensors are

multiplexed and sent up to the ship (via conductors inside the lowering
cable) where they may be recorded for subsequent digitization and analysis.
Some of these instruments measure conductivity, from which salinity is
later deduced, and some use a local processor to provide a salinity signal
directly.
Expendable versions of the BT and the STD are available.

These have

probes which free-fall through the water, transmitting their signals via
a thin enameled wire which spools out during descent of the probe and
then breaks when maximum depth is reached.

(Sea water itself is used for

completing the circuit.)
Since the velocity of sound in sea water is a known function of
salinity, temperature, and depth, it is commonly measured as an indication
of thermohaline conditions.

Many instruments are available for measuring

sound velocity in the mixed layer, the most common being the sing-around
velocimeter.

An audio tone of fixed frequency is made to travel over a

reflective path of known length, and variations in the travel time are
measured and recorded.

The velocimeter is lowered by cable through the

layers of interest.
Special instruments have been designed for measuring vertical
gradients of temperature or salinity, rather than the temperature or
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salinity themselves, thus eliminating dependence on accurate depth measure
ments.

These instruments typically have two identical sensors placed a

known distance apart, with each forming part of an electrical bridge. The
pair is lowered through the water and only a difference signal is sent up
to the ship for processing.

Such instruments are expecially useful in

measuring vertical gradients of small-scale phenomena.
Currents are considerably more difficult to measure than are salinity,
temperature, or sound velocity, because the effect of the current on the
platform (drifting) and of the platform on the current (distortion of the
current by the platform) must both be considered.

Great care must be

given to the altering of the current by the presence of the measuring de
vice itself.

Available sensors include mechanical rotors, hot-wire ane

mometers, whose cooling rates are a function of flow past the sensor, and
doppler-shift meters, which measure the drift of particulate matter and
have the advantage of not disturbing the flow at the measurement point.
For the determination of depth, the BT and the STD-type instruments
rely on an assumed linear dependence of depth on hydrostatic pressure.
The expendable versions rely further on an assumed functional dependence
of dropped distance on time-since-launch.

Some instruments which are

lowered slowly, such as the sound velocimeter, use an inverted echo
sounder or pinger to establish the depth of the instrument.
Besides lowering or launching instruments from ships, it is possible
to use strings of instruments suspended from ocean station buoys or from
towers.

Also, air-droppable versions of most of these instruments are

available.

Usually the device is expendable, using a probe which free-
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falls from a small buoy containing a short-range radio transmitter for
the data link.
Recent advances In remote sensing have suggested the possibility of
determination of sub-surface thermohaline structure from satellite or air
craft measurements of Infra-red emission and skin reflectivity from the
sea surface.
Of the many instruments available for sampling parameters in the
mixed layer, each has mechanical or electrical limitations imposed by its
design and construction.

The particular instrument used for obtaining the

temperature and salinity data considered in the present study is the Model
9006 environmental sampler manufactured by the Bissett-Berman Corporation
(now Plessey Environmental, Inc.).

This device, referred to hereafter as

the 'STD,' contains separate housings for the salinity, temperature, and
pressure sensors.

Temperature is measured with a platinum thermometer,

salinity with an inductive conductivity toroid, and pressure with a
strain-gage bridge balanced at atmospheric pressure.

The design accura

cies are given at ±0.05 °C for temperature, ±0.03 °/oo for salinity, and
±2.5 decibars for pressure (Howe and Tait, 1965).

These temperature and

salinity design accuracies were found by Delnore and McHugh (1972) to be
comparable to the mean differences between STD data and simultaneouslyobtained Nansen bottle measurements.

The precision in each of the sensors

was found to be roughly ten times better (that is, smaller) than the re
spective accuracies.

Thus, resolutions of 0.005°C in temperature, 0.003

°too in salinity, and 0.25 decibars in pressure are realizable.
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2.2

Models for the Mixed Layer
2.2.1.

General overview

Numerous models have been developed for the mixed-layer of the ocean.
Some have been formulated to Isolate and study certain processes within
the layer and others are Intended as tools for prediction of the thermo haline structure.

Because of the Intimate relationship between the upper

ocean and the lower atmosphere, many ocean models have been developed to
simply serve as the lower boundary condition In atmospheric circulation
models.
The model developed In the present dissertation Is an attempt to In
tegrate the effects of surface cooling, volume heating, and wind and dif
fusive mixing, in order to predict the temperature and salinity of the
upper ocean.

The data required by the model include winds, air, tempera

ture, and initial profiles of salinity and temperature.

The model pro

vides predictions for temperature and salinity as functions of time and
depth, and for evaporative heat, sensible heat, and back radiation fluxes
as functions of time.

Thus, it is capable of providing lower boundary con

ditions for marine weather prediction, as well as of predicting thermohaline structure for sound propagation forecasts.
This model is, in some ways, an extension of models found in the lit
erature, and some knowledge of the earlier models is useful for an under
standing of the present work.

For these reasons, a brief review of sev

eral models is given below.
Because many of the models differ in purpose, it is impractical to
compare them polnt-for-point.

However, it is useful to list certain dif

ferences and similarities in the treatment of boundary conditions, the
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parameters used as Input, and the variables solved for.

Also of Interest

is the general dependence of the vertical heat diffusion.

Table 2.2-1

allows a comparison of these and other characteristics of many of the
models in the recent literature.

The models are listed in chronological

order in the table, but are discussed below in groups according to purpose
and scope.
2.2.2.

Two models based on velocity shear

The Hunk and Anderson (1948) model for the mixed layer was an early
attempt to incorporate the vertical gradients of horizontal velocity, tem
perature, and salinity into a stability theory to predict the temperature
distribution.

After pointing out that the Ekman spiral concept (Ekman,

1905) is self-contradictory in that it assumes a constant eddy viscosity
but proceeds to solve for a current distribution whose chief feature is
shear, Hunk and Anderson assigned arbitrary functions for the eddy coef
ficients for momentum, heat, and salt.
bility and shear.

These functions depended on sta

Thus the functions were expressed in terms of Richard

son number, given by g-|£.

p j|^.| j

, where P is density, g is the accel

eration of gravity, z is depth, and v is horizontal velocity.

The functions

chosen reflected the concept that for conditions of high stability the
vertical transports take place by molecular processes only.

Exchange rates

for momentum, heat, and salt from the atmosphere were estimated from obser
vations, and the temperature distribution was calculated.

Wind speed,

surface cooling rate, and a "temperature-salinity correlation factor" were
varied as parameters.

Existence of the correlation factor required an

assumption of a linear relationship between temperature and salinity.
Agreement of the predictions with observations is fair, considering
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Table 2.2-1
Selected Characteristics of Ocean Mixed-Layer Models
Diffusion
Coefficient

Upper Boundary
Condition

Input
Variables

Output
Variables

Time
Scale

Munk & Anderson (1948)
Kitaigorodskiy (1961)
Shontlng (1964)
Golubeva (1964)
Kraus & Turner (1967)
Kato & Phillips (1969)
Voskanyan et al. (1970)
Foster (1971)
Pandolfo & Jacobs (19720
Sanford (1972)

K(Ri)
K(Ua)
K(z)
K(z)
CO
K(Ri)
Fit to data
Constant
Various
K(z)

Constant flux
T0 sinewave
Constant flux
Constant flux
Flux from data
Flux from data
Constant flux
Flux from data
Flux from data

^a» Qf
ua
Ua* -®-o» K
D, K, Qf
Qf» Qgi
Ua
Qf»
K, r, Qg, Qf
Fluxes from data
Qf» Qs

Seasonal
Diurnal
Diurnal
Seasonal
Minutes
Diurnal
Diurnal
Seasonal, Trends
Diurnal

Delnore (1972)
Denman (1973)

00

Flux from data
Flux from data

Qs, T(t,z)
QS» Qf* Ua

Uw» T(t,z)
T vz)
Qf, T(t,z)
T(t,z)
T(t), D(t)
D(t)
K(t,z)
T(t,z)
T(t,z)
u, T(t,z),
S(t,z)
Qf(t)
T(t),D(t)

Kaiser & Williams (1974)
Thompson (1974)
Mellor & Durbin (1975)
Miller (1976)

00
K(Ri)
00

Flux from data
Constant flux
Flux from data

T(t,z)
ua
Qf» ua
Qs* ®(z)» ua

Qf(t)
T(t), D(t)
u, T(t,z)
T(t), D(t)

Model

Qg

D
Qf
To
u
t
z

Solar energy flux rate
Depth of bottom of mixed layer
Turbulent heat flux rate
Sea surface temperature
Water current speed
time
depth coordinate

Ri
T
Ua
S
K
r

Diurnal
Seasonal,
Dirunal
Diurnal
Seasonal
Seasonal
Seasonal

Richardson number
Temperature
Wind speed
Salinity
Diffusion coefficient
Optical attenuation coefficient

20

the approximations that were necessary because of the limited computa
tional power available at the time.
Munk and Anderson concluded that convective mixing may be as impor
tant as wind mixing) and that eddy coefficients which are functions of
stability and shear can account for the formation of a sharp thermocline.
An extension of the Munk and Anderson (1948) model is provided by
Mellor and Durbin (1975).

Starting with the Navier-Stokes equations for

a turbulent ocean layer, the mean horizontal velocities and the temper
ature and their vertical gradients are obtained.
ward momentum conductivity were used.

Several values of down

However, the results showed that

the predicted thermal structure, at least at 1 m vertical resolution, was
independent of the momentum conductivity rate chosen.

Likewise, varying

the coefficient of thermal conductivity had only a small effect on the
results, but this was due primarily to the large (several hours) time
step size chosen for numerical integration.
Results were presented for several mean surface heating and cooling
rates (no volume heating was included), and for several values of wind
stress.

The model gave very good predictions of the penetration of a

nearly isothermal layer into a temperature profile which was initially
without layers or thermoclines.
Salinity gradients were not included explicitly.

Rather, salinity

was allowed to vary inversely with temperature for density calculations.
Such a scheme does not however, contribute independent salinity informa
tion to the density or stability calculations. A critical value of about
0.23 was determined to be the Richardson number above which turbulence
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does not exist.

For density stratifications and shear velocities re

sulting in Richardson numbers below this value, turbulent dissipation is
considered.
Mellor and Durbin made a comparison of their model against that of
Denman (1973; discussed below), and were able to make very favorable pre
dictions without the use of an arbitrary constant to control the increase
of potential energy in the mixed layer.
The two models described above are important in that they show the
necessity of including the depth-dependence of mechanical mixing.

Addi

tionally, the latter model suggests that mixing is modified according to
whether gradient-related parameters exceed critical values.
2.2.3.

The mixed layer as an isothermal slab

The model of Kraus and Turner (1967) represented the mixed layer as
an isothermal slab, thus obviating eddy diffusion coefficients.
surface cooling and periodic volume heating were applied.

Constant

Mechanical

energy supplied by the wind was used to increase the thickness of the
isothermal slab.

The slab thickness and the temperature were both

affected by the volume heating and surface cooling, and also by entrap
ment of the underlying fluid.

The governing equations were a conserva

tion equation for mechanical energy and one for thermal energy, and
analytic solutions were obtained.
Denman (1973) extended the Kraus and Turner model by including boun
dary conditions which allowed the input of observed meteorological con
ditions in order to predict the layer temperature and thickness. Numerical
predictions were obtained for various combinations of solar heating, sur
face cooling, and wind speed.

It was found necessary to employ an
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arbitrary constant to control the ratio of the rate of increase of nixed
layer potential energy to the rate -of downward transfer of turbulent
energy by the wind.

The constant, which has the effect of decreasing

the ordinary surface wind drag coefficient by three orders of magnitude,
was adjusted to fit the ocean station data which were being simulated.
Thompson (1974, 1975) further extended the basic Kraus and Turner
model by replacing the differential equations for the conservation of
thermal and mechanical energy with a scheme which keeps track of the
density profile and of the amount of kinetic energy supplied by the wind.
The kinetic energy is used for increasing potential energy of the mixed
layer.

That is, additional energy from the wind is used to deepen the

thermocline, thus including more water in the mixed layer.

Thompson

realized a great saving in computer time and obtained good results for a
simulation of nearly one year.
None of the above implementations of the basic Kraus and Turner
model considered the possible stabilizing influence of a salinity gradient,
and thus any increase in temperature with depth, as is sometimes observed
in the ocean, was precluded.

(Such a temperature structure in the absence

of a salinity gradient would, of course, be statically unstable).

To

take care of this problem, instantaneous mixing was specified; that is,
any cooling at the top of the isothermal layer was considered to be in
stantaneously diffused throughout the layer, resulting in a small, depthindependent temperature drop.
Miller (1976) extended the Kraus and Turner model by adding an
equation for the conservation of salt.

The main difference in his results
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was that the rates of deepening and heating of the mixed layer were
altered, because of the stabilizing influence of the salt gradient at the
bottom of the mixed layer.

Hiller showed that a sharp increase in sal

inity with depth can lead to a mixed layer underlain by warmer water.
The formation of a near-surface instability due to surface cooling
was not addressed, but important results were obtained for the case of a
shallow stable layer forming at the surface, caused by precipitation.
Hiller hypothesized that in the presence of precipitation the surface
cooling becomes trapped in a thinner layer, resulting in a moremarked
temperature drop.

This temperature drop, if great enough, could decrease

any further loss of heat and moisture to the atmosphere.

This in turn

would tend to decrease the rainfall; thus a negative feedback is set up.
The Kraus and Turner model, and all of its extensions, specify rather
than calculate the rates of surface heat fluxes, and all use instantaneous
mixing (i.e., infinite diffusion coefficient).
2.2.4.

Four heat budget studies

Shonting (1964) examined the temporal behavior of temperature versus
depth over several days in the Tongue of the Ocean.

From his data, he

deduced a thermal eddy diffusion coefficient K, which was assumed in
dependent of depth or of time.

This allowed the temperature to be ex

pressed as an analytic function of time and depth:

T(z,t) - TQe

/ KCOs[nt - z/yr]

(2.2-1)

where TQ = the amplitude of the temperature wave at the surface and
fl is the angular frequency of the earth’s rotation.
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This function has an exponential decay with depth, and is modulated in
time, thus giving phase shifts according to depth.

Shonting then showed

that such a result was inconsistent with the assumption of constant eddy
diffusion, so he gave an expression for the dependence of the diffusivity
on depth:
flz2
K(z)

(2 .2-2)
2T0

where T^(z) is the diurnal range of temperature at depth z.

Such an ex

pression is a reflection of observed data, and says nothing about why K
varies with depth, or what processes are at work to form it.

In spite of

its empirical treatment of vertical mixing, this study is very useful in
that it establishes the applicability of temperature-depth-time sections
in the study of turbulent processes.
Golubeva (1964) made a study of the downward transfer of heat across
a thermocline which deepened in proportion to the square root of time.
Using an isothermal ocean, no currents, eddy diffusion coefficients which
varied with depth, and initial conditions based on Black Sea observations,
she was able to predict, at 1/2 m vertical resolution, the spatial dis
tribution of temperature.

The eddy diffusion coefficients varied in depth

in a prescribed manner, with no explanation made as to how the functions
were determined.

Although predictions were made for two days duration,

intradiumal variations were suppressed because of the averaging scheme
used.

This, of course, eliminated the possibility of early morning tem

perature inversions, but this paper does suggest the feasibility of
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numerical predictions of mean temperature structure at a useful vertical
resolution with depth-varying coefficients.
A heat budget which included measurements and estimates for back and
solar radiation and lateral advection was solved by Delnore (1972).

The

heat stored in the mixed layer was calculated as a function of time, to
enable prediction of the diurnal variation of evaporation from the sea
surface.

For the southwest North Atlantic Ocean during the summer months,

the highest evaporation rates were found to occur just after sunset.
Kaiser and Williams (1974) calculated the time rate of change of
temperature between the sea surface and 65 m depth, and calculated the
vertical heat flux at depth z to be proportional to e '^ ' ( l - ^ Z ^ ^ ) , where
A^ and A 2 are empirically chosen constants.
These four studies are examples of the use of time-temperature-depth
sections in the examination of heating cycles and vertical heat flux rates
in the surface layers of the ocean.
2.2.5.

The diurnal heating cycle addressed specifically

The model of Foster (1971) is an important attempt to understand the
physics of the upper ocean's diurnal cycle.

The primary purpose was to

make qualitative, not quantitative, predictions of the response of an
initially isothermal layer to constant surface cooling and half-wave
rectified sinusoidal volume heating.

This model was an attempt to look

at static instabilities on a diurnal scale, and it revealed that from
sunset until mid-morning a layer of heavy water, caused by surface
cooling, mixed by convection into the warmer water below.

The parameters

which were varied from run to run were the absorption coefficients, the
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thermal diffusion coefficient (which was always held constant in depth),
and the heating and cooling rates.

In all of the results given, a small

amount of instability at the surface remained, even with the nighttime
convection.

Since no provision was made for a salinity gradient, it

must be concluded that Foster's model does not provide adequate water
column stability, at least for isohaline water.

Except for the small in

stabilities at the surface, and in spite of the claim that quantitative
solutions were.not sought, the temperature profiles generated by Foster's
model are very useful for studying how the diurnal temperature structure
can vary with changes in the various parameters, even though the parameters
are held constant for each run.
The downward-propagating heat wave was examined on a diurnal scale by
Voskanyan, Pivovarov, and Khundzhua (1970).

They computed the coefficient

of thermal diffusion for various depths and for various times of day, and
found a marked diurnal variation in that coefficient, it being greatest
near the surface and decreasing with depth.

It was found that at any

depth in the mixed layer, the temporal patterns of the turbulent heat flux
(the total heat flux less the solar flux) and the coefficients of thermal
diffusion were opposite.

The diurnal periodicity in thermal diffusion was

attributed to convection due to the unstable surface layer which formed at
night.
2.2.6.

Two planetary boundary layer models

Two numerical planetary boundary layer models designed for coarse
vertical-resolution prediction of various atmospheric and oceanic variables
are given by Pandolfo and Jacobs (1972) and Sanford (1972).

Both use data
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from the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment of 1969
(Holland, 1972).

The former is implemented on a digital computer while

the latter is an analog computer model intended as an instructive device
for classroom demonstration.

Both models allow inclusion or elimination

of any of the terms in the momentum, heat, salt, and moisture budget
equations.

In both cases, predictions of atmospheric winds, temperatures

and vapor pressures and oceanic velocities, temperatures, and salinities
are made on a three-hourly basis for several days.
2.2.7.

The use of diffusion coefficients

Denman (1973) argues that the use of eddy coefficients has the dis
advantage of dependence upon knowledge of the current shear, a quantity
which is very hard to measure.

This is the primary reason that the models

of Kraus and Turner (1967), Denman (1973), and Miller (1976) assume in
stantaneous mixing (i.e., infinite effective eddy coefficients) within
the mixed layer.

There are, however, alternative formulations of the

eddy coefficients, which allow its computation without knowledge of the
shear.

Notable among these is that of Kitaigorodskiy (1961).

Kitaigor-

odskiy expressed the current shear as the vertical gradient of the orbital
velocity attributable to the dominant waves, thus enabling him to express
the eddy diffusion directly in terms of the wave field.

Jacobs (1975)

compared the Kitaigorodskiy model with several others, some of which re
quired the current shear explicitly, and found that for a tropical ocean
under the influence of quasi-steady winds, the Kitaigorodskiy model pro
vided the most satisfactory representation of the eddy diffusion.

This

determination was made through use of the several diffusion formulations
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in a one-dimensional, one-component numerical model for the combined airsea planetary boundary layer, to seek the best prediction of temperature
profiles for the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment of
1969.

The Kitaigorodskiy model, as applied by Jacobs, is employed in the

present dissertation, and will be fully stated in Chapter 4.

This model

is useful in regions where the mechanical mixing is due more to wind than
to current velocity shear.
current gradients exist,
2.2.8.

Its appropriateness is doubtful where large
such as in the boundary areas of strong currents.

The present model

The model developed in the present dissertation differs in many ways
from those described above.

The most important difference is the use of

the concepts of double-diffusive convection to augment the vertical mixing
during periods of marginal stability.

This necessitates both a finer

vertical resolution and a smaller time step than those used in most of
the previous numerical models.

Also, in all the previous models except

that of Miller (1976), no explicit dependence of density on both temper
ature and salinity is included.

This, of course, negates the possibility

of static stability being maintained in spite of temperature increasing
with depth, a situation observed in the ocean.

Instead, the conclusions

stated by the authors of many of the cited models contain suggestions
that including such salinity dependence, and eliminating the constant
eddy diffusion coefficients would lead to improvements in the respective
models.

Both suggestions are incorporated in the present formulation,

and surface fluxes and volume gains of heat and salt are calculated.
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CHAPTER III
THERMOHALINE (DOUBLE-DIFFUSIVE) CONVECTION

The mixed layer of the ocean is basically unstable, because the sur
face cooling by turbulent processes takes place above the water heated by
solar radiation.

The possibility of surface water being underlain by

water of lower density is nearly always present.

Under the influence of

vigorous wind mixing, such a stratification usually does not develop,
because the cool, dense water is quickly stirred downward.

With light or

moderate winds, however, it is the potential energy of the unstable
stratification, and not the mechanical stirring by the wind, which pro
vides the energy for the convective overturning by which the static in
stabilities are corrected or prevented.

3.1

Governing Conditions for Double-Diffusive Convection
If only the temperature gradient is considered (i.e., isohaline con

ditions are assumed), then the density stratification is determined by
the temperature, and by a very small pressure component.

If, on the

other hand, the salinity gradient is considered along with that of tem
perature, the possibility exists for unstable stratifications of either
temperature or salinity alone, with the overall density layering being
stable.

The destabilizing configuration of either component (salinity

or temperature) in the presence of a stabilizing gradient of the other
may cause increased vertical transport of both salt and heat, over and
above that attributable to the molecular diffusivitles (Turner, 1965).
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The additional nixing, called double-diffusive, or thermohaline, convection,
can provide the mechanism by which unstable density stratifications are
prevented or corrected in the absence of sufficient wind mixing, or in in
stances where strong salinity gradients are present.
Turner (1972) states that "Double-diffusive convection uses the poten
tial energy of the unstably stratified component to form convectively un
stable layers within an overall stable density gradient."

A convective in

stability may persist as long as there is an unstably stratified component
to supply energy, and the convective instability serves to enhance the
vertical transfer of both salt and heat.

(It is important to distinguish

between a convective instability and a static instability.

A convective,

or dynamic, instability exists whenever either the temperature gradient or
the salinity gradient makes a destabilizing contribution to the density
gradient.

A static instability exists when density decreases with depth.

Convective instabilities may exist in the presence of static stability.)
The density p may be written as a function of salinity S, temperature
T, and pressure P:

p=p0 ( l - a T

+

gS +

yP)

(3.1-1)

where pQ is the density at the sea surface, and a, g, and y are the volume
expansion coefficients of temperature, salinity, and pressure, respectively:
-1
a = —

3p
—

(3.1-2)

e . -L

ie.

(3.1-3)

p0

9S
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The vertical density gradient is

3p „ 3p 3T + 3p 3S + 3p 3P
3z
3T 3z
3S 3z 3F 3z

(3.1-5)

(3.1-6)

with z defined as positive downward.

This equation states that, if (3?1-1)

is true, then the density gradient is affected by the gradients of temper
ature and salinity, and that the contribution from either may be opposed
by the contribution from the other.

Pressure always increases with depth,

so that the final terms in (3.1-5) and 3.1-6) always serve to stabilize
the water column.

3.2

Some Stability Criteria
To examine the convective, or dynamic, stability of a water column,

it is convenient to define Rayleigh stability cumbers for vertically ad
jacent layers of water, and to examine the physical processes which can
be set up by the various combinations of stability.

The Rayleigh number

is the ratio of bouyant energy input and viscous energy dissipation, and
such a number may be defined for any parameter which makes a contribution
to the bouyant energy.

Assuming two layers, one above the other, whose

midpoints are Az apart and whose salinities and temperatures differ by
AS and AT respectively, the following dimensionless numbers may be formed:
rt

= lgaAz3AT

(3.2-2)

vKmT
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g8Az3AS
=£----vKmT
*

R

(3.2-3)

is the thermal Rayleigh number, and Rg is the solutal one.

Here g is

the acceleration of gravity, v is the kinematic viscosity of sea water,
and K „ is the thermal conductivity.
mT
in Rg.)

(Note that K _ and not K _ is used
mT
ms

The salinity and temperature of the upper layer are S and T,

respectively, and those of the lower layer are S + AS and T + AT, respec
tively.
A Rayleigh number for pressure is here defined as

E

-

(3.2-4)

From (3.1-4), y is eliminated, and Rp is rewritten:

Ep

=^

^

i

(3.2-5)

vKmT Po c 2
where c = (3p/3p)_1^3 is the speed of sound in sea water.

Now, using

P 13J ^gdz, and substituting 3p/3z for Ap/Az,

R_

gAz^ 1
3P
»- ----------

P

p 0c 2 3Z

-

_1_
vKmT

«

g2Az**
---* *

pg

(3.2-6)

(3.2-7)

Poc2
i
-I
C

(3.2-8)
*

Thus, to a first approximation, Rp depends only on the layer thickness
Az. (Actually, the numerical model calculates c explicitly for each
depth; the approximation is used here only for the immediate analysis.)
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It is seen from these definitions and according to the sign conven
tion used, that Rj, > 0 indicates that the temperature gradient has a
stabilizing influence on the density, R^<

0 indicates a destabilizing

influence, and Sj » 0 implies that the layering has no temperature
gradient.

The same observations may be made for Rg.

Rp > 0 always.

A combined thermosolutal Rayleigh number, Rg, may be formed from R^
and Rg:
Pr + M
*E " ®T + _ 5 bT
Pr + 1

,

(3.2-9)

where Pr is the Prandtl number, defined as v / K ^ asd Kmg is the solutal
conductivity.

Rj, < 0 shows that the stratification of the two layers

supports a convective instability.

3.3

Possible Modes of Double-Diffusive Convection
Turner and Stommel (1964) identified several modes of mixing in lab

oratory experiments, and Table 3.3-1 lists these modes for various combin
ations of gradient.

Figure 3.3-1 shows the Rg, Rf plane, for the case of

Rg and Rj both very large.

This figure is adapted from one given by

Turner (1973) for the general case, including small Rg and Rj.

(Figure

3.3-1 differs from the general one in that Turner's detail near the
origin is not given here.)
Following Turner, the equation for line OZ, with R^ and Rg both
large, is:
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Table 3.3-1
Cases of Double-Diffusive Convection Categorized by Parameter Gradients

Condition

Possible Processes

+

Gravitationally stable

Molecular diffusion only

-

+

Marginally stable

Salt fingering

-

-

-

Gravitationally unstable

Ordinary convection

3a

+

+

+

Marginally stable

Convective oscillation

3b

+

+

-

Gravitationally unstable

Ordinary convection

4a

+

-

+

Marginally stable

Salt fingering; convective oscillations

4b

+

—

—

Gravitationally unstable

Ordinary convection

Case

3T/3z

3S/3z

3p/3z

1

-

+

2a

-

2b

Note:

z defined positive downward.

U>
4S
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Unstabl
iillatioi

Figure 3.3-1
Rs, R t diagram
Circled numbers:

Cases of layering listed in Table 3.3-1
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(3.3-1)

That for OW is

R.

T

+ Kgs
(3.3-2)
—

Pr + 1

for large Rg, R^.

=

Rg=0 on Off.

The cases listed in Table 3.3-1 are plotted in the appropriate
sectors of Figure 3.3-1.

Line PQ has the equation R^ = -Rg* and is the

locus of points for which aAT a -8AS.

Line PQ would be the boundary

between static stability (above PQ) and static instability (below), were
it not for the pressure term in (3.1-1).

Use of the pressure Rayleigh

number, given by (3.2-4) or 3.2-8) forces the line of static stability
to have the equation
R iji “

—R g

(3.3-3)

— Rp

or, equivalently
(3.3-4)

aAT = 8AS + yAP.
This is shown in Figure 3.3-1 as UV.
3.3.1.

Static stability

Regions 1, 2a, and 3a are statically stable.
statically and convectively stable.

All of region 1 is both

However, portions of 2a and 3a,

although statically stable, may be convectively unstable.

That is, double-

diffusive processes may operate; thus these regions are termed marginally
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stable.

Region 4a Is also statically stable, and will be dealt with

later In the present section.
3.3.2.

Salt fingering

Between OZ and line Rg “0, the water is both statically and con
vectively stable.

That part of region 2a bounded by XU, OZ, and the Rg

axis is the salt fingering regime, wherein thin columns of salty water
can descend into the fresher, cooler water below.

These columns are

adjacent to ascending columns of cooler, fresher water.

This fingering

mechanism transports heat and salt downward not only by the actual
motion of the columns, but also because of increased diffusion, made
more efficient because of the increased contact area between the water
masses.
3.3.3.

Unstable oscillations

Regions 3a and 3b on the Rg, R^ plane correspond to layering such
that warm, salty water lies beneath cooler, fresher water.

In this case

the salinity gradient is stabilizing, but the temperature gradient is
destabilizing.

The convectively unstable temperature gradient supplies

potential energy to support overturning in spite of the stable density
gradient.

The portion of 3a between OU and the line Rj = 0 is both

statically and convectively stable.
Region 3a bounded by OW, XV, and the R*p axis is the oscillatory
mode, wherein alternating vertical columns of water transfer heat and
salt, upward in this case.

The transport velocities are periodic in

time and tend to grow in amplitude until the salinity and temperature
are equalized (Huppert, 1972).
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i

Regions 2b, 3b, and 4b are gravitationally unstable; the water over
turns by direct convection before double-diffusive phenomena have time
to operate.
It is not clear what double-diffusive process or processes, if any,
may operate in region 4a.

Double-diffusive phenomena are defined for op

posing gradients of two components.

In this portion of the Rg, R^ plane,

the gradients of salt and temperature are both destabilizing, but their
combined effect is compensated by the pressure gradient, so as to produce
a net static stability.

Here it will be assumed that unstable convective

oscillations predominate in the portion of the region 4a below OX, and
that salt fingering dominates above OX.

3.4

's>
Increased Diffusion at Marginal Stability.
Upper ocean models which treat the density as a function of only the

temperature (and perhaps, of depth) effectively consider the water strati
fication to be stable if Rj, > -Rp in Figure 3.3-1 and unstable otherwise.
Including salinity in the density calculation means that the stratifica
tion is considered stable if above the line UV, and unstable if below.
Consideration of double-diffusive phenomena in a predictive model allows
the regions between UX and OZ (salt fingering) and between VX and OW
(unstable oscillations) to represent additional convection modes.

Thus,

as a particular layering configuration progresses from stability to in
stability, the onset of the instability can be anticipated.

The

diffusion may then be increased accordingly so that the instability can
be avoided.
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Laboratory experiments by Turner and Stommel (1964), Turner (1965),
Shirtcliffe (1969a), and Crapper and Linden (1974) have shown that the
diffusion rates for heat and salt increase markedly in layering config
urations for which double-diffusive convection is indicated.

Turner

(1965) presents diagrams showing the dependence of the ratio of salt
transfer to heat transfer on the net density difference between the
layers.

Also examined was the dependence of the ratio of upper layer

potential energy exchange due to salt transfer to that due to heat trans
fer on the ratio of salt flux to heat flux.
relations were shown.
dicated.

In both cases, clear cor

In the latter case discrete transitions were in

Shirtcliffe (1969b), using Turner's results and those of his

own laboratory experiments, proposed a model whereby the molecular
diffusivities were increased whenever the effective Rayleigh number ex
ceeded a critical value.

This allowed prediction of the rapid increase

of heat and salt flux rates at the onset of marginal stability, for the
unstable convection case (3a).
Shirtcliffe's scheme is to replace K _, the molecular diffusivity
mi
for heat, by an effective thermal diffusivity K^T :
1/3
1 -^EC)1, Re< -REC

«ia - kbt [
t EC

(3.4-1)

RE ,.

where RgC is a critical Rayleigh number for the onset of convection and
is here taken to be 1100 (Palm, 1975).
other authors:

Other values have been used by

2500 and 5000 (Shirtcliffe (1969b), 27 **74 (= 657.51)
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(Huppert, 1972), and 24000 (Turner, 1968).

6 was adjusted by Shirtcliffe

to provide compatibility with the time scale of his laboratory experiments.
In view of the arbitrariness of 0, it is seen that a specific determination of Rgg is unnecessary.

1/3
What is important is that K^j. vary as Rg

for high Re, be equal to KffiT for Rgfc-R^, and be continuous.
The solutal diffusivity is also modified.

The molecular value KmS

is replaced by K ^ :

< “REC

(3.4-3)

, Re 2 -RgC

(3.4-4)

KlS “ ^mT “ ^mT + KmS»
= K

Shirtcliffe1s method for modifying the molecular diffusivities
applied to the case of unstable convection, 3a, only.

For the salt-

fingering regime, 2a between OZ and UX (Figure 3.3-1), a different
stability criterion is proposed by Huppert (1972).

The line XZ has the

equation
(3.4-5)

The numerical term on the right-hand side represents the stabilizing
effect of viscosity.

The thermosolutal Rayleigh number, Rg, constructed

for this case is

and is convectively stable.

Therefore there is no salt fingering and

likewise no adjustment of the molecular diffusivities.

On the other

hand, between OX and UX, Rg < -Rpg, and the possibility of salt fingering
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exists.

The same formulas, (3.4-1) through (3.4-3), given by Shirtcliffe,

are used for the salt fingering case, except that Rg is replaced by R^,
and the criterion for convective stability is Rj,

- K

2

-R^:

,

Rp

>

-R p g

, Rji < -Rpc

(

3 . 4- 8 )

(3.4-9)

- K

3.5

Applicability to Geophysical Cases
3.5.1.

Validity of one-dimensional analysis and of separation

It has been shown by Linden (1974) that in cases where mechanical
stirring and double-diffusive phenomena occur simultaneously, the two
processes can be treated separately.

The effects of the two processes

may then be combined by adding together the heat and salt fluxes due to
each.

This result is used in the present model to form the total

diffusion coefficients from the wind-induced and convection-induced
diffusions.
Turner (1973, p. 288, p. 317) suggests that double-diffusive phen
omena can be treated as one-dimensional, under the assumption that there
are negligible effects due to horizontal convection, and that the mean
mixing is uniform in lateral extent.

Ostapoff and Worthem (1974)

estimated, from drift data, a horizontal bouyancy space scale of the
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order of the mixed-layer depth, which could invalidate Turner's assump
tions.

However, since Ostapoff and Worthem's estimates were based on

limited observational data and were presented without theoretical basis,
the adequacy of a one-dimensional analysis will be assumed here.
3.5.2.

Occurrence of double diffusion phenomena in the ocean

Huppert (1972) has suggested that salt fingering occurs in the upper
layers of tropical oceans, where the solar heating of the surface is
strong enough to compensate for the cooling caused by the evaporation
and produces a negative temperature gradient (z positive downward). The
surface layer, in addition to being warmer than the water below, is of
higher salinity due to evaporation.

Thus, case 2a can be realized.

Case 3a, convective instability, has been reported by Ostapoff and
Worthem (1974), who measured the spectra of temperature fluctuations at
several depths in the mixed layer.

They determined that the nighttime

spectra contained more high-frequency energy than those obtained during
the day, and attributed the difference to convection driven by the
bouyancy forces which resulted from marginal Instabilities.
Huppert and Turner (1972) calculated the heat flux through several
double-diffusive interfaces in an Antarctic lake and determined that it
is unstable convection, case 3a, that maintains the upper layers of the
lake in a steady state.
Gargett (1976) performed a statistical analysis of microstructure
data for the North Pacific Ocean, obtained from free-fall instruments.
He concluded that both salt fingering and unstable convection are respon
sible for a large percentage of the features observed in the temperature
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and salinity profiles.
The vertical microstrueture of a 500 m deep lake In East Africa was
i

studied by Newman (1976).

About 150 isothermal layers of one-half to

two m thickness were found, and the formulation and maintenance of these
layers was attributed to double-diffusive convection as the lake was
heated by geothermal springs opening into the bottom of the lake.
All of the above results, taken together, strongly suggest that, in
certain layering configurations found in the upper layers of the ocean,
double-diffusive convection is at work as a mechanism by which gravi
tational stability is maintained in the presence of strong surface cooling.
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CHAPTER IV
' MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

This chapter provides the mathematical formulation for the concepts
introduced in the earlier chapters.

The differential and integral forms

for the salt and heat conservation equations are stated, and expressions
for the boundary fluxes of salt and heat are developed.

The results sta

ted earlier for double-diffusive convection are stated mathematically.
The concepts of double-diffusive convection are applied to the calcula
tion of the coefficients of vertical heat and salt exchange.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a full statement of the
mathematical model used to describe and predict the processes at work
in the mixed layer of the ocean.

Implementation of the mathematical

formalism into a numerical model is given in the following chapter.

4.1

The Conservation Equations for Heat and Salt in a Mixed Layer
4.1.1.

Coordinate system and notation

A fixed, left-handed cartesian coordinate system is used:

x, y,

and z are distance coordinates defined as positive eastward, northward,
and downward, respectively.

lx, ly , and lz are unit vectors along the

x, y, and z axes, respectively.

operator 1„— +1. ^.+1 -JL .
3x
Z9z

V is the three-dimensional gradient

The subscript h denotes the two-dimensional

horizontal component of a vector.

Thus

is the two-dimensional

gradient operator consisting of the first two terms of

V , and
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the two-dimensional horizontal component of the velocity V.
4.1.2.

t is time.

The full equations

The time rates of change of temperature T and salinity S at a point
in a column of water, with the neglect of coriolis forces, are given by

(4.1-1)

(4.1.2)
where 7 denotes the three-dimensional vector gradient,

and Kg are the

coefficients of thermal and solutal diffusion, respectively, and

is

the time rate of temperature change due to all volume sources other than
advection.
4.1.3.

There is no such term for salinity.
Expansion of terms

Expanding the total derivatives,

(4.1-3)

dt

8t

+ v" •VS

(4.1-4)

which become
(4.1-5)

dt

t=

3t

+ v •v*’> + w
h

h

dz

(4.1-6)

The diffusion term in (4.1-1) expands to

V'ICjiVT = I L ^T + VT*7Kt
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3^T
3
— 7T and— r- are assumed to be very small for the purposes of the present
3xz
3y*
model, and are thus neglected.

This Is equivalent to the assumption of

linear horizontal gradients of temperature, a reasonable assumption for
the open ocean (Ryther et al., 1967).

dfor and
8x

^T
3y

are also assumed to

be very small, as is usually the case in the ocean (Defant, 1961, vol. I,
p. 107).

Therefore, with

%2w

n2 >p

(4.1-8,9)

3Km

3Km

— — = 0
9x

and

— - .0
3y

(4.1-10,11)

the diffusion term becomes

v *k t v t =k t^

=

I + |L

—
3z

KT —
3z

.

(4.1-12)

By an analogous derivation,

V

s -

W

KS H

•

(4.1-13)

The source term for temperature is

-i----- 1 Qs(z)
cpp

(4.1-14)

az
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-2
-1
where Q (z) is the net downward solar energy flux, in cal cm min , at
s
depth z.

Cp is the specific heat of sea water, and p is density.

4.1.4.

Boundary and initial conditions

The net flux of heat, Q^, through the sea surface is proportional
to the gradient of temperature at the surface:

Qf ^ 3T/3z.

The propor

tionality constant is CppK^.
The upper boundary condition for temperature is thus written

(4.1-15)

where

is the net flux of heat through the surface, due to evaporation,

back radiation, and sensible (conductive) transfer.

Heat flux due to

precipitation is neglected.
The lower boundary condition for temperature is

T = TQ

at z = D

(4.1-16)

where TQ is some fixed temperature, and D is the depth of the lower
boundary.

D is chosen to be a depth at which both the wave-induced mix

ing and the solar flux are negligible compared to their surface values,
and below which diurnal variations are not important.
The initial condition for heat is

T(z) = f^(z) at t » 0

(4.1-17)

where f^(z) is some known temperature distribution.
The net salt flux at the sea surface is pe. — 'Ppj S gm cm“^ min,
where Qe is the evaporative heat flux, L is the latent heat of evapor-
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ation, and ¥ is the precipitation rate.
in parts per thousand.

S is the sea surface salinity,

The net salt flux is proportional to the salinity

gradient at the surface, and the constant of proportionality is pKs .
The upper boundary condition for salinity is thus written:

Ksf H a r - ' , ] s-

(4’1-18)

The lower boundary condition for salinity is

S = SQ

at z = D

(4.1-19)

and the initial condition is

S(z) = f s(z) at

t =

0

(4.1-20)

where fs (z) is some known initial salinity distribution.
4.1.5.

The reduced equations

The reduced differential equation for temperature is now

f - IzKtIz"+ 7 $
with

3T __
3z

1 QRj. cpp

T = T0
and

h

Qs<*>-Vh<T-wf

at z -

0

,

at z - D ,

T(z) = fT (z) t = 0

(4.1-21)
(4.1-22)
(4.1-23)

•

(4.1-24)

That for salinity is

3t

_ J _ K q vL.vTswli
3z
3z
h h

3z

(4.1-25)
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with
(4.1-26)

S at z = 0

S = SQ

(4.1-27)

at z = D

and
(4.1-28)

S(z) = fg(z) at t = 0

fT (z) and fg(z) are determined from oceanic soundings.

V^, V^S and

V^S are treated here as functions of depth hut are held constant

in time,

Estimates for these quantities can be made from synoptic oceanogra
phic data.

Qg(z), Qe and Qj are functions of time and are determined as

described below.

S and T are solved for; that is, their profiles are

predicted.
4.1.6.

Integral forms of the equations

A vertical integration of (4.1-21) from the bottom (z = D)
layer to the top (z =

0)

of the

gives:

+ wT

Now consider the terms on the right-hand side.

Id

.

(4.1-29)

The first term is, by

definition, equal to -w’T*. D is chosen to be a depth at which the
temperature fluctuations are assumed to be negligible; therefore w'T 1 =
0.
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(K-,— I can also be neglected If D Is chosen to be deep enough that wind
■*-3z ID
mixing Is not felt, so that
consists of molecular diffusion only.)
From the upper boundary condition,

3T
KT

0

=^
.
CPP

(4.1-30)

Vith the assumption that water does not cross the alr-sea interface (sea
spray is neglected),

wt]

•o

= 0

(4.1-31)

and, if it is assumed that the entrainment of fluid from below depth D
is, on the average, negligible, then

wT

=0 ,
'd
and (4.1-29) then becomes

-'d

(4.1-32)

i z « ^ + S||
‘
- S|| f
-vL'fcT d z .
^
'o V ^ D
d

Integrating this in time fromt ■ 0

r0
/Tdzj ’ - frdzl
Jq
lt=>T ^
lt®0

(4

J

1-3 3 )

™

to t a T,

rTn

T

/-T

—

dt = [Slidt|
“f^dt.
-T3 c pP
Jocp^ U=0 -0°PP iZS3D
t

-

0

/ fV
Jo
JO J d

V

dz dt .

(4.1-34)

Rearranging, and assuming a rate of advective input constant in time,
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0

r°

rT

_ | V Tdz| t - x " ^ cPpTdzl t - o ” J0 Qfdt + J V U o - J V t i * . ,

‘ T iD V V V

dz • (4*1‘ 35)

The left-hand side of (4.1-35) gives the net heat gain, per unit area
of ocean surface, in the water column from the surface to a depth D, over
the time 0 to

t

The first term is the heat at time

.

t

and the second

term is the heat initially in the column.
The first term on the right-hand side *,Ives the heat input, per unit
area of ocean surface, due to evaporation, conduction, and back radiation.
The next two terms are the solar heat input into the surface and out
through the bottom of the water column, respectively, and their differ
ence gives the net solar heating.

The final term on the right is the

heat added by horizontal advection.
(4.1-35) is simply a statement that the heat gained by the water
column over a time T is equal to the time integral of all the sources
of heat which are considered.

If

t

is chosen to be an Integral number

of days, then a non-zero value for (4.1-35) indicates an extradiumal
heat storage or loss.
The development for the salt equation follows that for (4.1-35).
The resulting equation is:
0

t

0

t-T”J DpSdz|t-0" JoS[ ^

“ *] dt - T j f p V V hS

dz.

(4.1-36)

The first term on the right of (4.1-36) is the amount of salt, per unit
area of ocean surface, at time

t

,

the second term is the initial amount
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of salt, and the difference between the two Is the salt gain.
The first term on the right gives the salt gain which results from
i
the excess of evaporation over precipitation and the second term is the
salt gained by horizontal advection.

4.2

The Development of the Boundary Fluxes
4.2.1.

Lower boundary condition

The depth D is chosen such that the wind-induced vertical mixing of
salt and heat at depth D is very much less than the mixing at the sea
surface, and also that the solar heating at D is very much less than that
at the surface.

At depths greater than about 50 m, the vertical diffusion

is almost entirely molecular, since at that depth surface wave motion is
essentially not felt.

Likewise, the solar flux at 50 m is less than one

per cent that of the surface solar flux, even in very clear ocean water.
Thus (4.1-22) and (4.1-26) become

and

T(D)

=

constant

(4.2-1)

S(D)

=

constant.

(4.2-2)

No stipulation is made regarding the gradients of temperature and salin
ity at depth D.

The error introduced by not stipulating the gradients

at D is that a heat flux K

—
and a salt flux K 1§L
(where K
mT 3z l D
mSaz D
m

denotes the molecular diffusions) are not accounted for.

However,

KmT<<Kl(0) and K nS«Kg(0) while the gradients at 0 and at D are of the
same order of magnitude.
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4.2.2.

Upper boundary fluxes

The surface flux Q- Is made up of the fluxes due to back radiation*
iI
evaporation* and sensible heat loss to the atmosphere:

Qf " Qb + Qe + Qc
Back radiation.

(4.2-3)

Following Dietrich (1963, p. 158) and Hanson (per

sonal communication)* the net back radiation from the sea surface is

Qb “ m(^T^‘t[l-f^(vp)f2 (cl) ]

calcmT^min”*

(4.2-4)

Vh 6 t6

and

fifop) - 0.21 + 0.174 x I0“°*055vp

(4.2-5)

f2 (cl) - 1.0 - 0.765 cl.

(4.2-6)

Here vp is the vapor pressure in mbar, cl is the fraction of the sky
obscured by low clouds* Tg is the absolute (°K) temperature of the sea
surface* m is a net radiation factor for subtropical summer skies* and
Og is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, vp is a slowly varying function of
sea surface temperature and for diurnal variations in sea surface temper
ature it can be set equal to a constant (Sverdrup et al., 1942, p. 116).
Evaporative heat flux. Malkus (1962, p. 109) gives an expression
for the net evaporative heat flux from the sea to the air:

Qe " “PALCD (q°a ~ qa)Ua*

(4.2-7)

is the density of the air, L is the latent heat of evaporation, as
before* Ua is the wind speed measured at a meters above the water* and
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qQa and qa are the saturation and actual specific humidities, respectively,
measured at 'a' meters above the sea surface.
coefficient due to a wind of speed U_.
a

CD is the surface wind drag

It is calculated following Deacon

and Webb (1962):

CD ■ (1 + 0.07Ua) x 10" 3 ,

(4.2-8)

with Ua in cm sec-3-.
Conductive heat flux. Malkus also provides an expression for the
flux of sensible heat transfer from sea to atmosphere:

Qc - -Pa

c PA cd

< V Ta) Ua .

(4.2-9)

Here Cp^ is the specific heat capacity of the air, TQ is sea surface
temperature, Ta is air temperature measured at a m above the sea surface,
and the other symbols are as defined for evaporation.
Evaporative salt flux.

As latent (evaporative) heat is released

from the sea surfa'ce at a rate Qe cal cm m i n
is Qe/pL cm min**3*.

, the rate of water loss

Even though no salt actually crosses the sea surface

(except by second order processes such as sea spray, ignored here), the
evaporation causes an effective downward salt flux rate of SQe/L gm min”3o
per cm of ocean surface.
Precipitative salt flux. As precipitation takes place at the rate
of¥ cm min-3-, there

is an effective upward salt flux rate of

min-3- per cm^ of ocean surface.

SYp gm

This is due to the decrease in surface

salinity as fresh water is added.

The net salt flux due to evaporation

and precipitation combined is then:
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F
- S(Yp ep
L

4.3

(4.2-10)

The Volume Source Terms
4.3.1.

Solar flux at depth z

The total solar flux Incident on the sea surface, at wavelength n
Is
(4.3-1)

Q^(n,0) = Q£(n) cos c

where ? Is the complement of solar altitude, and Q^(n) Is the Incident of
flux at wavelength n» from a zenith (directly overhead) sun. [A prime (')
on a solar flux symbol Indicates the flux at a specified wavelength, while
the absence of a prime indicates that the flux is the integral over all
wavelengths.]

The net downward solar flux, entering the sea surface

after partial reflection, is

(4.3-2)

Q£(n,°) - Q^(n,0)[l-X] ,
where x Is the albedo of the sea surface.
energy at all wavelengths from

to ^

The net downward flux of solar

is

9

(4.3-3)

where p(n) is a weighting function, assumed to be a function of wave
length and not of the amount of solar energy present.

From (4.3-1) and

the use of total attenuation coefficients which are functions of wave
length, and the assumption that the intensity of solar energy at each
wavelength is decreased exponentially with depth, the net solar flux at
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depth z, in the band

to

Is determined:

r 12
f p(n)Qg(n,0 )e r ^ Zdn .

Qs (z) "

(4.3-4)

r(n) is the total attenuation coefficient for energy at wave length n>

assumed to be the sum of the absorption and the scattering coefficients
(Jerlov, 1966, p. 7).

X

From (4.3-4), the gradient is found:

q s (z) »

_
—

- jf p(n)r(n)Qj(n,0)e”Y(r,)zdn

Q s (z + A z ) - Qs(z)

AQ s (z )
"r

" -

(4.3-5)

s

1“

Az

Az
r

^2

f p(»)q;(.,o) U -'W W * )
az \

s

L

- e- r <">*] dn

<4-3- «

(4.3-6) is used rather than (4.3-5) because (4.3-5) must be evaluated at
the midpoint of each layer Az thick and is not as exact as (4.3-6) for
discrete layer use.
the downward
solar

(4.3-6) actually expresses the difference between

solar energy entering the top of a layer and the downward

energy passing on through the bottom of that layer, and thus more

accurately describes the energy used to heat the layer.
4.3.2.

Solar energy incident on the sea surface

In order to calculate Qg(n,0), the sun's altitude, ?, and the
albedo, x> are needed.

These are functions of latitude, longitude, and

time, and are found through use of
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5

■ cos-^ (sin <J>sin d + cos <|>cos d cos h) ,

(4.3-7)

where <j> is latitude, d is solar declination, and h is local hour angle,
which is determined from:

15

where

modi

, 24j -12j

(4.3-8)

degrees,

t' ■. 4(X^-X) minutes.

(4.3-9)

X^ is the longitude (in degrees) of the central meridian of the time
zone and X is the longitude (degrees) of the position of interest,
is the correction for departure from the standard meridian,

t’

t is time-

of-day, in minutes.
The declination d is found from

d « 23.44333 cos

, degrees,

(4.3-10)

365.25
where J is the Julian Day (serial number of the day, counting January 1
as 1).

The albedo x Is found from an expression given by Jacobs and

Fandolfo (1974):

X = 0.0467 tan? - 0.0139 ,

(4.3-11)

subject to 0.03 < x ^ 1*0*
Jerlov (1966, p. 77) shows that, for solar altitudes greater than
about 30°, the albedo is nearly independent of wavelength, but that for
smaller solar altitudes a weak dependence on wavelength is apparent:
small altitudes, the albedo becomes larger with increasing wavelength.
This wavelength dependence is ignored in (4.3-11); however, the value
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calculated is a weighted average over all wavelengths (Jacobs and
Pandolfo, 1974).

It is expected that the error introduced by ignoring
i

the dependence of albedo on wavelength in the. heating of the ocean is
negligible, since the wavelength dependence is appreciable only when the
flux of solar energy is very small; i.e., only in the early morning and
late afternoon hours.
4.3.3.

Horizontal advection

The horizontal advection terms in (4.1-20) and(4.1-24) may be ex
pressed either in vector form or in component form.
according to the available data.

The choice is made

The horizontal velocity is

(4.3-12)

The horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity are

(4.3-13)

(4.3-14)

so that the advection terms are

(4.3-15)

(4.3-16)

4.4

The Diffusion Coefficients
The thermal diffusivity K^,(z) and the solutal diffusivity Kg(z) are

both functions of depth.

Each is the sum of a wind-induced component,
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K^(u), and an augmented molecular component K^T or K^g:

(4.4-1)

Kt Cz ) - %(u ) + K^T

Ks(z) - %(u ) +

4.4.1.

(4.4-2)

.

Wind-induced component

The wind-induced component is the same for both

and Kg and is

calculated through the use of the Kitaigorodskiy (1961) wave orbital
velocity shear model and the assumption that the mixing length varies
in proportion to the wave orbital radius.

The essential elements of

the model are given here.
The dominant wavelength n„ for surface waves in a well-developed
W

sea due to a wind of u -a _cm sec-^* measured at 19.5 m above the surface
X7» J
(nominal yard-arm height) is, after Pierson (1964),

nw ■ 2.803 x 10"3 u^g

5

cm .

(4.4-3)

From this, the magnitude of the velocity of the orbits of sub-surface
horizontal wave motion can be found (Kitaigorodskiy, 1961):

(4.4-4)

where z is depth and
developed sea.

6

= 0.055 is the wave steepness for a fully-

k^ is a constant due to Kitaigorodskiy, = 0.14.

The

wind-induced diffusion coefficient is then proportional to the vertical
gradient of u

,:
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V

z) ■ k! I 2 + ^ y

)2 £

“° r 1><z >

w -4-5)

with Kjj(u) now written as K^(z).
The above formulation was selected by Jacobs (1975) as the most
appropriate for a tropical or subtropical ocean mixed layer under the
influence of nearly constant winds.

Other models investigated by Jacobs

included Richardson number dependence and the discrete exponential model
of Mamayev (1958).

Jacobs concluded that for oceanic regions away from

boundary currents, the Kitaigorodskiy wave-orbital model is adequate for
description of the wind mixing, provided the winds are known.
of K^(z) for various wind speeds are given in Appendix C.

Curves

Golubeva

(1964) gives the following expression for 1^(0):

%(()) - k

^

(4.4-6)

Tw
where k is a dimensionless parameter, = 0.015, and

and

tw

height and period, respectively, of dominant surface waves.
2

are the
Using

=

m and xw => 0 . 1 min, typical values for a well-developed sea, a value

of K^(0) = 0 . 6 m^min-1 is estimated.

This is roughly the near-surface

value predicted by the Kitaigorodskiy model.
4.4.2.

The convective components

K* and K ' , the convective, or augmented molecular, components of
ffiT
SZD
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the total diffusion coefficients, are determined by the method of
Shirtdiffe (1969b), discussed in Section 3.4.
Using the effective thermosolutal Rayleigh number R^ defined in
(3.2-9), and a critical Rayleigh number Rgc » 1100 (Palm, 1975) for
layers bounded by one free and one rigid boundary,

■ K.

where

0

» RE M * REC

(4.4-8)

*

(4.4-9)

»

is an adjustable parameter and

rE M >

rEC

“ ^EC

(4.4-10)

and I^g are the ordinary

molecular values for heat and salt diffusion.

Rp.M is the magnitude of

the most negative Rg within any contiguous series of layers for which
Rg < -RgC in each layer.
The value chosen for

6

in (4.4-7) must provide great enough con

vective diffusion rates for static instabilities typically found in the
ocean to be removed within a time comparable to their observed life
times.
sivity.

0

=

0

gives no modification of the molecular values of diffu-

Larger values of 0 give increased amplification of the molecu

lar diffusivities, thus, in effect, "speeding up" the diffusion.
Chapter 5 contains the results of a numerical experiment to determine
the dependence on

0

of the time needed to remove typical static insta

bilities found in the ocean.

Once the convective components of the
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diffusivlties have been determined, they are added to the wind-induced
components, as In (4.4-1) and (4.4-2).

Through this formulation, the

molecular diffusion coefficients are adjusted whenever a Case 3 con
vective instability (lower right-hand quadrant of Figure 3.3-1) is de
tected.

Rayleigh numbers were calculated for the temperature-salinity

layerings observed In numerous ocean soundings from Delnore and McHugh
(1972), with the result that no cases of salt fingering (Case 2) were
found.

Likewise, in the numerical simulations presented in a later

chapter, no layerings were generated for which salt fingering would
result.

Thus, the modification of diffusion coefficients for salt

fingering (3.4-7 through 10) is not considered further, and only the
case of unstable convection is included in the numerical model.

4.5

Density and Specific Heat Calculations
4.5.1.

Density

Density is a function of temperature, salinity, and pressure.
Because the value for the density of sea water in the cgs system is
normally just greater than unity, the following separation is made in
order to emphasize the functional dependence on temperature, salinity
and depth:

p(T,S,z)»l+

1000

.

(4.5-1)

The calculation of <xt(T,S,z) follows the development given by Friedrich
and Levitus (1972):
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ot(T,S,z) = fp (T,S,T2 ,ST,T3 ,ST2 ,z,z2)
i

7
(4.5-2)
i=l

where
o
C±(z) = v»i + 'I'iZ + 5±z

The full expansions and the

ifa, £±, n* and

(4.5-3)

are given in Appendix

The range of validity is z £ 2000 m, -2°C £ T £, 30°C, and 30 °/oo £

A.

S < 38 °/oo.
The coefficients of thermal and solutal expansion needed in the cal
culation of the Rayleigh numbers are determined by

1 3p = _ _1 _
3£
p0 3T
p„ 3ff 3T

(4.5-4)

and
3p
Po ss
1

at each depth.

1

Pq

3p 3a
3a 9S

(4.5-5)

9o/3T and 3a/3S are obtained from the above expression

for at(T,S,z).
4.5.2.

Specific heat and latent heat of evaporation

The specific heat of sea water is calculated by using

c p(T,S) =

cpi(Ti) ~

5.075 X10~ 3 S- 1.4 X10~5S
4.186
cal °c"1 gm_ 1
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where
c id,) P

4.1784 + 8.46 x l<r6(%-33.67)2
-------------------- ^ ------,
4.186

-1

cal °C

-1

gm

(4.5-7)

and
Tx - T + 0.7S + 0.0175S2

°C.

(4.5-8)

This formulation, due to Fofonoff (1962) and modified by Katsaros (1969),
is valid for S > 30 °/oo and for T

2

0°C.

The latent heat of evaporation, L, of sea water, is given by
L - 596 - 0.52 T0 cal gnf1

(4.5-9)

where TQ is the surface temperature in °C (Sverdrup et al., 1942, p. 62).

4.6

The Reduced Equations
The prediction equations for T(z,t) and S(z,t), with w = 0 (vertical

velocity neglected), are:

3 T = 8 „ I ! + _1_-1QS<Z> T i l +
ill
I
TT^ii
u l i
■[“='
“y * ]

(4
'

6 -1 )

!£ „ JL k

(4.6-2)

’

and

at

3z

i i _ fu 3S +
s 3z
L x 3x
^

8S1

3yJ

The boundary conditions are
9T = _l_Qf
3t
K^. cpp

(4.6-3)

and

at z =

0,

|S o i f, iQ - ylS
dz
Ko
J
% L pL

(4.6-4)

T * T
o

(4.6-5)

S * S
o

(4.6-6)

and
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at z “ D.

The initial conditions are

T(z) ■ fT (z)
l A
and

(4.6-7)

S(z) *> fg(z)

at t =

0

.

The flux for the boundary condition for heat, (4.6-3), is found
from (4.2-3) through (4.2-7), and that for salt, (4.6-4) is formed from
(4.2-10) and the precipitation rate.

For conciseness, these are re

stated and renumbered below:

Qf

13

(4.6-8)

Qb + Qc + Qe

Qb “ maKTR 4 [l-f1 (vp)f2 (cl)]

(4.6-9)

Qe = “P ^ Cjj(qoa-qa)Ua

(4.6-10)

% " “PA°PA^D ^ o “^a) ^a
Pep - S

0

- %]

*

(4.6-11)

(4.6-12)

with all terms as defined previously.
The diffusion coefficients for heat and salt are, respectively,

^(z) “ %(z) +

k ;t

(4.6-13)

Ks(z) » %(z) + K^g

(4.6-14)

with Kjy(z) given by (4.4-5).

K^T and K^g are given by (4.4-7) through

(4.4-10).
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CHAPTER V

i

THE NUMERICAL SCHEME

5.1

Differencing Scheme and Notation
5.1.1.

Splitting of the equations

The equations to be solved numerically are

and
(5.1-2)

3S
3t

with boundary conditions

(5.1-3,4)
at z =

0

T = const.;

S => const,

at z = D

(5.1-5,6 )

and initial conditions

T(z) ® fj(z); S(z) = fg(z) at t « 0.

These appeared as(4.6-l) through (4.6-7).

(5.1-7,8 )

(5.1-1) and (5.1-2) are solved

numerically to give values of temperature and salinity at each grid point
on a one-dimensional space grid, progressing over as many time steps as
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are needed to arrive at a prediction for a specified time.
The solution of (5.1-1) Is begun with the splitting of 3T/3t Into
several components:

W
3t

- |W )
+ (1*1
+
(II)
I3t/ so^ar *8 t 4 dvectlon
'diffusion

(5.1-9)

with

i^olar" V

^

QS<Z>

’

C5-l"10>

■ -c"4 f + v | £ >
idvection
9z
dy

(s.i-ii)

and

f u s i o n " ^

§

•

C5‘1-12)

Each of the three components is evaluated numerically at each time step
and the results are added together to give the total 3T/3t for that time
step.
Likewise, 3S/dt Is split into:

ds _ I3St
. [3S\
It M a t
.
M
+ Ih L „
. .
advection
diffusion

«.1-13)

with

is u ,
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and
(5.1-15)
diffusion
Here also, the components are evaluated then added together to give the
total dS/dt for the time step.

Rp, Kg, cp , p, and Qf are calculated at

each time step, while the horizontal velocity and gradient terms are
treated as constants in time but are depth-dependent.
5.1.2.

Grid system and notation

Throughout this chapter, the superscript i is used to indicate time
step and the subscript j the space step on a time-space grid.

Thus Tj

is the value of temperature at time step i and grid position j; Sj+J is
the salinity of the preceding time step at the next position.

The

present time step is the time step i; the preceding one is i-1.

The

superscript i is assigned to the calculated final values of the present
time step.

The subscript j = 1 is assigned to values at the bottom grid

point, with j increasing with distance up from the bottom of the modeled
water column,

j = N is at the air-sea interface,

j ° N+l is a

fictitious grid point used in implementing the upper boundary condition.
The grid points are Az apart in space and At apart in time.

Figure

5.1-1 is a diagram of the grid system.
Tj is defined as the temperature at grid point j and at time point
i, and the water between the midpoint of j and j+ 1 and the midpoint of
j-1 and j is considered to have average temperature T*.

The exception

to this is the point where j = N, which represents the air-sea inter-
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Figure 5.1-1
The grid system, with time coordinate i and space coordinate j.
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face.

At that point, the layer is one-half interval thick, and there

the water over the ha^f-lnterval between N and the midpoint of N and
N-l is considered to have average temperature T*.
one interval (i.e., one Az) thick.

All other layers are

Normally, Az is one meter.

Sj is defined analogously to T|.
and

are defined as the coefficients of eddy diffusion for

heat and salt, respectively, between grid points j and j+1.
is no

Thus there

or Kg^N+1 j.

Like T^, the Pj, cpj , ctj, and
^Tj* RSj* an<* fyjj* t*ie

6j

specify values at grid point j.

numbers, are derived from the differences

in salinities and temperatures at points j and j+1 , and thus are not
defined at point N+l.
At the beginning of any time step i there exist N values for tem
perature and N values for salinity, calculated in the preceding time
step i-1.

Thus, the temperature and salinity values are symbolized

Tj”^ through T^“^ and

through

respectively.

All the cal

culations for the current time step are for the purpose of obtaining
Tij- through T^ and

through S*.

(The values at N+l are determined by

the upper boundary condition and are not a part of the final result for
each time step.)
5.1.3. Finite difference forms for the derivatives
The alternating-direction explicit (ADE) scheme of Saul'ev
(Richtmyer and Morton, 1967, p. 192, and Roache, 1972, p. 99) as applied
by Katsaros (1969) is used for solving the diffusion equations (5.1-12)
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and (5.1-15).

The time derivative (left-hand side) of (5.1-12) at

position j is approximated as:

T1

T1 " 1

T-1

3

(5.1-16)

At

3T/3z at time i is approximated as

Tj+ 1 " Tj
—
i
Az

Rp,
AJ

,

(5.1-17)

so that -2-K t 3T. becomes
3Z
3z

Ti~l
TJ+1

.
J

mi“l
T3

ml _ mi
j j
V l

-i

4 .*

3

(5.1-18)

4 .2

or
t} + 1 - t}
A
^2
Az
'1

*

T f i tJ_i
J

(5.1-19)

'
a
^2
Az*

In (5.1-18) j increases, and in (5.1-19) j decreases.

The term

"alternating direction" applies because (5.1-18) and (5.1-19) are used
in opposite directions on the space grid.

The method is called

"explicit" (rather than implicit) because in (5.1-16) through (5.1-19)
T^ can be isolated.

The full finite difference equations for (5.1-12)

and (5.1-15) are developed in Section 5.6.

The finite difference forms

for the derivatives of salinity are exactly analogous to those given
above for temperature.
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5.2

Order of Calculation
A flow chart of the overall numerical model

is given in AppendixD.

The order of calculation for one time step is asfollows.
First, the altitude of the sun is calculated, and the air tempera
ture, humidity, and wind speed are determined by time-interpolation
from meteorological data.

Next, a change in temperature for each depth,

due to solar heating, is determined and applied to the current tempera
ture profile.

Then changes in temperature and salinity at each depth,

due to horizontal advectlon, are determined and applied.

The density,

specific heat, Rayleigh numbers, and diffusion coefficients for each
depth are calculated.

The lower boundary values of temperature and

salinity are set by carrying forward in time the values at depth D.
The surface fluxes are determined from the meteorological conditions,
and these fluxes establish the salinity and temperature gradients for
the upper boundary condition.

At this point, the two diffusion

equations (5.1-12) and (5.1-15) are integrated numerically to yield new
profiles of salinity and temperature.

Finally, the Increase in heat

content of the water column is calculated and compared with the amount
of heat actually input by the various processes.
The sequence of calculation is repeated as many times as needed to
predict profiles for the desired times.

Normally, about four minutes of

central processor time on a DEC-10-KL without code optimization is re
quired for the 2880 half-minute time steps needed for a one-day simu
lation, with the integrations carried to 50 m depth.
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This chapter details the numerical procedures in the order given
above, and presents representative solutions for various combinations of
the modeled processes so that the effect of each can be seen.

The

following chapter presents the results of simulations for oceanic condi
tions and compares the simulations with actual ocean data.

5.3

The Volume Source Terms
5.3.1.

Solar heating

The spectrum of solar energy is divided into M frequency bands, each
with a probability density function pm and an attenuation coefficient rm .
The probability density functions are taken from Jerlov (1966, p.

6 6 ),

and the attenuation coefficients are from Tyler and Preisendorfer (1962,
p. 433) for oceanic coastal water.

As stated above (Section 4.3), the

attenuation coefficient is taken to be the sum of the absorption and
scattering coefficients, all of which are assumed to be wavelength-de
pendent.

From (5.1-10) the source term for solar radiation in the tem

perature equation (5.1-1) is

Equating this to (AT/A^)0^ar> and using the finite difference expression
for (4.3-6),

Tm (z+Az)_e-rmz
solar* V

* 4m=l
*1
M
(5.3-2)
iff3!

where
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The Fm(z) are expressions of the fraction of the surface solar energy in
each band used for heating the water in the layer Az thick centered at
depth z, and are calculated once and for all at the start of the simu
lation.

Q I (0) is a function of time, and is calculated from (4.3-1),
bl&

(4.3-2), and (4.3-7) through (4.3-11).
Mow ATsoiar(z) can be found:

1 Ts o l a r «

'

Fm «
t*

•

<5'3-4>

m=l

The specific heat cp and the density p are functions of salinity, tem
perature, and, in the case of p, depth.

The values used are those cal

culated at the end of the preceding time step, and the formulas are
given in Section 4.5.

The ATso^ar^ are computed for grid points 1

through N and are added to the Tj from the preceding time step:

(The new T^ are still given the superscript i-1 because they are not
yet the final values for the present time step.)
A typical profile of (AT/At)S0-^ar is given in Appendix B.

The

salinity values are unaffected by solar heating.
5.3.2.

Horizontal advection terms

From (5.1-11) and (5.1-14), the advective contributions to 3T/3t
and 3S/3t in (5.1-1) and (5.1-2) are, respectively,

■["4i + u 4f]
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and
h “f
- r"

+ ••ss
+
“^j

Equating these to <AT/At)advectlon and (AS/At)advection,

A^advection" ~ [u3f|^' + Uy|y]

“ advection* - [ " 4 1

^

+ “yff] “

(5.3-6)

•

(5'3-7)

AT ,
.
and AS ,
are calculated for each j and added to the
advection
advection
present profiles:

Tf

1

* Td" 1 + ATadvectionj

Sj_ 1 * Sj_ 1 + “ advectionj . 1 S J s H .

5.4

t5 '3"8)

(5.3-9)

The Diffusion Coefficients
5.4.1.

Wind-induced component

From (4.4-5), KWj is determined for each j, 1 < j < N-l.

(4.4-5)

requires nw » the dominant wavelength in a well-developed sea due to a
specified wind speed 1^
U19.5 can

9.5

measured at 19.5 m above the sea surface.

estlmated from the wind speed observed at some other height

a, a in meters:

°19.5 = Ia

[1

+ r 4 lniir]

(5-4'l)

(Pierson, 1964), with CD given in (4.2-8).
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5.4.2.

Rayleigh stability numbers

The Rayleigh numbers for convective stability are needed so that
the calculation for the diffusion coefficients may be modified by un
stable convection, if necessary.

At each grid point the density calcu

lation is followed immediately by the computation of otj and

8 j,

the

expansion coefficients for temperature and salinity, respectively:

(5.4-2)

Si = _ i
J
iAnn
i
ooo

L
^
Pj

Iill

I
Ij
I *c
as I

(5.4-3)

where 3<^3T and 3c/9S are constructed directly from (4.5-1) by analytic
differentiation.

Then, R^, Rg> and Rg can be found from (3.2-2),

(3.2-3), and (3.2-9):
(5.4-4)

(5.4-5)

KmS

- f l l M V

(5.4-6)

All three Rayleigh numbers are defined as positive stabilizing.
5.4.3.

Convective components of the diffusion coefficients

The convective components of the diffusion coefficients are com
puted for each j, 1 S j < N-l, in accordance with (4.4-7) through
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(4.4-10).

The entire water column Is tested for regions of possible

convective Instability, as characterized by Rg < -Rgg.

A maximum Rg,

called Rgjj, Is found for every region consisting of one or more layers
In series, for which Rg <

0

in each layer.

Rgy for each region Is then

the magnitude of the most negative Rg in that region.

There might be

several such regions in the water column, each with its own value for
REM*

01106

t*ie possible Rgjj’s are found, (4.4-7) through (4.4-10)

are applied region by region.

(4.4-7) and ft.4-9) are used at grid

points for which convective instability is determined, and (4.4-8) and
(4.4-10) are used at any grid points for which Rgjj > -Rgg, which in
cludes all points for which Rg > 0.
Once the convective components are calculated, they are added to
the wind-induced components at each grid point, as in (4.6-13) and
(4.6-14):
^ j = ^ j + KmTj

(5.4-7)

KSj “ *wj +

(5.4-8)

A value of diffusivity at grid point j applies to the space between
points j and j+1 , and is the diffusion coefficient for the exchange of
heat or salt between those grid points.

The topmost gridpolnt is the

fictitious point N+l used for the upper boundary condition (discussed
in the next section), so that dlffusivities are needed for point N.
The values used are simply those at N-l, carried upward one grid
interval:
KTN " ^ - 1

(5.4-9)
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KSN "
5.4.4.

(5.4-10)

k s n -i

Determination of the double-diffusive mixing parameter

From (4.4-7) and (4.4-9), it is seen that an Increase in

6

yields an

increase in K^, and K^g, the effective convective diffusivities for heat
and salt respectively.

Increased diffusivities in turn, cause greater

vertical exchange rates of heat and salt.

With the greater exchange

rates, it is less likely that the numerical model will develop static
instabilities.

The temperature and salinity profiles generated at each

time step are tested for regions of possible convective instabilities,
as defined in Chapter 3.

These regions, although statically stable,

are actually marginally stable and thus could become statically unstable
were it not for the added exchange provided by double-diffusive con
vection.

The added exchange tends to stabilize the water column.

Tait and Howe (1968) have shown that for a given length scale x,
any diffusivity K has associated with it a time scale t, where
.2

(5.4-11)

Thus the time scale is seen to be inversely proportional to the diffu
sivity.

A numerical experiment was performed by observing the time

needed to remove an observed static instability, using various values
of 0.

The initial conditions for salinity, temperature, and density

were as given in Table 5.4-1. These data are from a sounding obtained
at 1700 on 22 June 1969, at 13° 08' N, 53° 52' W, with the Plessey
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Table 5.4-1
Initial Conditions for Experiment to Determine

6

Depth, m

S, °/oo

T, °C

16

32.557

27.864

20.6949

17

32.608

27.865

20.7372

18

32.600

27.610

20.7368

19

32.590

27.863

20.7330

20

32.585

27.860

20.7346

21

32.681

27.871

20.8078

°t

Table 5.4-2
K and t for Various Values of

K, m^min”^

0

8

t, sec

0

0.001

10,440 (=

300

0.020

250

600

0.399

130

900

0.594

80

1200

0.790

60

2400

1.580

30
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Environmental 9006 Multisensor described in section 2.1.3.

The validity

of this instability is not challenged or advocated here, but the data
are useful

asa condition to be removed by the model.

the values

of 3 that were used in several diffusion simulations, with

the values

ofK and the time required for stabilization of the water

column.

A time step of 30 sec was used.

Table 5.4-2 lists

The time needed for removal

of the static instability is seen to obey (5.4-11) fairly well.
Additional runs for

6

= 1200 and 2400 were made with a 10 sec time step,

with no change in results.
Following the arguments given in Section 1.3.2 for the estimation
of a minimum period for unstable convection in the upper ocean,
was chosen as appropriate.

6

= 900

This gives a removal time of 80 sec, which

allows instabilities to be removed in time intervals somewhat smaller
than the periods suggested in Section 1.3.2.

Smaller

6

would give

removal times much larger than those periods, and larger

6

would result

in removal intervals approaching the time step size of the model.

5.5

The Upper Boundary Fluxes
The upper boundary flux of heat is the sum of (4.6-9), (4.6-10),

and (4.6-11), the fluxes due to back radiation and to the evaporative
and sensible heat exchanges.

The component fluxes are each computed,

using TjJj--*- for TQ, and time-interpolated values for Ua, qa, and Ta.
From the total net heat flux, a gradient of temperature at the
sea surface is estimated:
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ST
Sz

~

Si
Kjjj cpNPN

»

with Qf as In (4.6-8).
From the net salt flux given in (4.2-10) the salinity gradient is
likewise estimated:

SS
6z

e _ J h _ r 2 e „ ¥p ■
(5.5-2)

KSNpN *■ L

If the gradients estimated in the two expressions above are assumed
to be constant over the distance Az above and Az below the sea surface
(that is, between grid points N-l and N+l), then

and

are

determined:
(5.5-3)

and
(5.5-4)

(Tj;! and

are not the temperature and salinity of a point in the

air, but rather are values at point N+l used in defining the gradients
at point N, which represents the sea surface.)
This method for applying flux information to determine the boundary
value in a transient heat flow or salt flow problem is detailed in
James, Smith, and Wolford (1967, pp. 476-485).
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5.6

The Integrations
5.6.1.

Finite difference forms for the differential equations

The finite difference forms of (5.1-12) and (5.1-15) are obtained
from (5.1-16), (5.1-18), and (5.1-19).

The complete numerical integra

tion procedure for temperature is described below.

The procedure for

salinity can be constructed exactly, by substituting S for T in all that
follows in the present section.
To obtain the new profile for temperature [that is, the solution
to (5.1-12) ], (5.1-16) is equated to (5.1-18) and (5.1-19) alternately,
and the results are averaged at every grid point.
Upward finite difference equations. For the upward sweep, (5.1-16)
is equated to (5.1-18).

Then Tj is obtained, with j increasing:

Ti_Ti-l = BKTj (Tj-;]-- Tj-1) -BKTj_1(Tj - T^j)

T± _ (1 + Bfcg)!*-1 + (Eg Tj+1 + ^
1

(5.6-1)

Tj1.!)

+ BKTj_ 1

- StJ-1 + bij;l +

ct}_!

(5.6-2)

where
B « At/Az2 ,
a =

1

~ BKT1

1

+

(5.6-3)

(5.6-4)

(5.6-5)
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and
„

Rif...

.

BKT1-1

(5.6-6)

1l+BKjj

Downward finite difference equations» The downward algorithm is
obtained by equating (5.1-16) to (5.1-19), and then isolating T^:

Tj " Tj~1= BKTj (Tj+l"Tj )_BKTj-l (Tj"1 "Tj-i)

a - BKI 3 - l ) 1 ' 1 + B(KT3T3+1 + V
J

S3

_

"

“

'

l 1#

^ • 6"7>

’

"

1 + B

= d T1"1 i S t 1
+ f T1"1
d Tj
+ e Tj+ 1 + f Tj- 1

(5 .6 - 8 )

where
1

- BKTj-l

1

+

(5.6-9)

BKTj

BKijj
(5.6-10)

and

1

+

BKTj

Again, B = At/Az2. Here j is decreasing.
5.6.2.

The order of integration

The integrations for each time step consist of setting the boundary
conditions, integrating upward, integrating downward, and averaging the
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results of the two integration sweeps.

Four additional arrays are used

for temporary storage of the results of the integrations until they are
averaged:

TUj and TDjj' for the upward and downward temperatures, re

spectively, and SUj and SDj- for the salinities.
superscript

1

(These are given the

because they are values for the present time step.)

For the upward progression, the value used for
point is really

at each grid

the previously calculated value for TU^

the new value for Tj from (5.6-2) is immediately put into TUj.

Also,
There

fore, (5.6-2) is rewritten:

TUj = a Tj- 1

+ b T*"j- + c T U ^

,

(5.6-12)

with j increasing from 2 to N.
In the downward progression, the value for Tj given by (5.6-8) is
4

4

immediately placed in TDj, and the value used for Tj+^ is the previously
calculated value for TD.

Therefore, (5.6-8) is rewritten as

TDj = d Tj- 1 + e TD^ + 1

+ f T*“J

,

(5.6-13)

with j decreasing from N to 2.
Figure5.6-1 is
values

a schematic diagram showing how

foreach grid point are formed.

the TU and TD

The arrows Indicate the flow of

information for finding each new point (that is, they show which existing
values are needed for construction of each new value.)

The labels on

the arrows are the weighting factors, which are the coefficients in
(5.6-12) and (5.6-13).
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©
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©
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1
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©

©

x

.

©

0

1

Downward
Progression

Upward
Progression

Averaging

Figure 5.6-1
The Saul'ev integration scheme, after Katsaros (1969).
'S'*

“e, and T are weighting factors (see text, Sect. 5.6.2)
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Tuf and T*-"*, 2 < ] S N+l are needed for the upward sweep, which
•l*
3
produces TUj, 2 < j £ N.

TDjj^ and Tj“^, 1 S j < N are needed for the

downward sweep, which1produces TDj-, 2 < j < N.

Then the Tj-, 1 < j < N

are obtained from

Tj = f^TUj + TDj)» 2 < j < N

(5.6-14)

T*

(5.6-15)

and
=

T*"1 .

These are the final temperature values for this time step.
The needed value of TU^ Is supplied by application of the lower
boundary condition, (5.1-5):

TuJ

=

Tj"1 .

(5.6-16)

The required values of T ^ J and TDjjj_i are obtained from the cal
culated surface gradient in (5.5-3):

(5-6-17>

Note that (5.5-4) is used for

and SD^+^, and (5.1-6) is used for

SD*.
Several/methods are available for combining the results of the two

i
sweeps.

i 1

In one method, the TUj are used as the T^ A for the downward

sweep, after which TD^ is considered to be the new profile, with no
averaging.

That is the method given in Roache (1972).

However, Larkin
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(1964) compares several methods and concludes that the up-down-average
method is the more satisfactory.

Both methods were tried In the present

analysis, with the conclusion that the advantage of the up-down-average
method lies in the more symmetric treatment for cases of varying
diffusion coefficients.

5.7

Numerical Errors and the Choice of Time Step Size
Errors of several types may result from the numerical scheme used

for approximating and solving the differential equations.

These errors

are dependent on the choice of step sizes and on certain other character
istics of the scheme.

An understanding of the sources of error is

necessary if the errors are to be minimized.

The various sources of

error, their dependence on the time step size, and the choice of time
step size are discussed below.
5.7.1.

Numerical stability and truncation error

For the case of constant diffusivity coefficient K, numerical
stability of the central space, forward time, scheme is expected as
long as
2 K At

(5.7-1)

(Roache, 1972). In a practical sense, this limits the size of the time
step At for a given grid size Az.

Use of the Saul'ev integration algo

rithms allows stability even if the equality is not satisfied, but
Katsaros (1969) found that, even with the Saul'ev method, the case of
varying coefficients required that w < 4 in order to avoid numerical
instability.

This means that for K ** 1 m^ min“l and Az = 1 m,
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At £

— —
2 K

= 2 min .

(5.7-2)

The truncation error varies in proportion to At2, and thus is
diminished as At is decreased (Larkin, 1964).
5.7.2.

Roundoff error

On the other hand, as At is made smaller the number of integration
sweeps necessary to arrive at a solution for a given time becomes
larger, and the accumulated roundoff error becomes larger.

The magni

tude of the roundoff error increases as the square root of the number of
integration sweeps.
5 x 10
10

A

If the roundoff error in temperature or salinity is

°C or parts per thousand at each calculation, then an error of

A
ft 2
°C or parts per thousand could accumulate only after [10“'J/ (5 x 1(T ) ]

g
= 4 x 10

time steps.

With a time step size of one-half minute, a simu

lation of nearly 400 years would be allowed before a difference measurable
in the ocean could accumulate.
5.7.3.

Spatial amplification of error

It can be shown by a perturbation stability analysis (Roache, 1972,
p. 99) that no spatial amplification of error occurs as long as u £ 0.5.
This imposes further restrictions on At.
At s 15 sec.

For the Az and K chosen above,

Choice of a time step slightly larger than 15 sec would

cause some error amplification as the grid is swept in each direction.
However, averaging the results of the two opposing sweeps reduces the
amplification (Larkin, 1964).
5.7.4.

Consistency and convergence

The numerical scheme is consistent with the diffusion equation so
long as At/Az ■+ 0 as it + 0.

Larkin (1964) shows that for the Saul'ev
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scheme, At/Az does indeed go to zero if At/Az2 is held constant through
out the sweep, as is done here.

Further, since the method is both con

sistent and numerically stable, then by the Lax equivalent theorem
(Richtmyer and Norton, 1967, p. 45), the results converge to those of
the modeled equations.
A further test of convergence is that of obtaining a result with a
given time step and then obtaining nearly the same result with a smaller
time step.

Figure 5.7-la presents the temperature predicted for 1100

local standard time, using various sizes for the time step.

The initial

condition is an isothermal (28°C) and isohallne (33°/oo) water column at
0500.

It can be seen that the solution converges as At decreases.

(These simulations use variable diffusion coefficients.)

If the solution

for At => 15 sec is used as a reference, Figure 5.7-lb gives, for various
depths, the convergence error resulting from the use of larger time
steps.

Actually, the true solution for any depth can be estimated by

extrapolating the curves back to At = 0, and then applying the resulting
error to the curve for At = 15 sec in Figure 5.7-la.

Thus the maximum

error in, say, the profile for which At « 30 sec is 0.002 °C.

It is un

likely that such a temperature difference could be measured in the ocean.
5.7.5.

Accuracy

To test the accuracy of the integration method, a simple diffusion
equation with constant coefficients was integrated.
compared with the analytic solution.

9T , K 32T
dt
3z2

The results were

The test problem used was

(5.7-3)
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28.00

At = 18i
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(a)

Figure 5.7-1
Numerical errors due to use of various time step sizes.
(a) Temperature predictions resulting from use of various time step sizes
(b) Step size vs. difference in predicted temperature, using £ t ■ 15 sec
as a reference.
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with boundary conditions
T(L/2) »A/2

(5.7-4)

T(-L/2) - -A/2

(5.7-5)

and Initial conditions
T(z) -

A/2

, 0 < z S L/2

0

,z « 0

(5.7-6)

-A/2, 0 > z > -L/2 .
The analytic solution is
2tK
T(z,t) » A

Y

-i. (l+cosirn)sin?£2. e
n=l *n
L
+ ^5. .
L

(5.7-7)

T(z,t) was confuted from this expression, using 200 terms, and also
from the Saul'ev numerical integration scheme.

Using KAt/Az2 = 0.5,

the results for all tested points in z and t were identical to at least
four significant decimal places, which implies an accuracy of at least
0.01

percent.
5.7.6.

Conservation of heat

The above test, of course, is for the case of constant diffusivity.
It is expected that the accuracy deteriorates somewhat in the case of
variable diffusion, but there appear to be no convenient analytic
solutions against which the numerical results can be tested.

Therefore,

conservation of heat is used as an index of quality for the overall
scheme.

This is a test for the numerical solution of the entire

equation (5.1-1).

An index eis defined by
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Jo
where Q ^ g and Q ^ g are the right- and left-hand sides, respectively, of
(4.1-35).

Qjjjg is the total amount of heat, in cal cm"^ added to

the water column by solar heating, surface cooling, and horizontal advection, from t a

0

to t = t.

^lhs is the net heat gain actually ex

perienced by the modeled water column, over the same time interval.

The

denominator of (5.7-8) is the cumulative heat lost from the water to the
air.

Figure 5.7-2a gives graphs of cover 48 hours' simulation, for

various values of At.
Corresponding graphs for the numerator of (5.7-8) are given in
Figure 5.7-2b.

These graphs give, for each time step size, the amount

of heat, in cal cmT^, by which (4.1-35) is not satisfied.

The graphs of

Figures 5.7-2 appear to consist of two components: one constant in time
and independent of At, and one which causes an increase in error during
sunlight hours and dependent on At. It is seen that for At s 30 sec,
_3
e never exceeds 4 x 10 , and that the total heat deficit at the end
—2

of the 48 hours is only two cal cm

. This is more than two orders of

magnitude smaller than the amount of heat which had been transferred
from the sea to the atmosphere during the 48 hours.

Because of this,

and because it affords numerical stability and adequate convergence,
30 sec is chosen as the time step for this model.
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Figure 5.7-2
Imbalance of Equation (4.1-35) due to total numerical model.
(a) Normalized error, defined by Equation (5.7-9); (b) Difference between net heat
apparently gained by water column and net heat input to water column.
Upper time scales:
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Lower time scales:
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5.8

Input and Output Variables; Representative Results
5.8.1.

Input and output variables

Table 5.8-1 lists the variables which must be supplied to the pro
gram.

These are normally obtained from synoptic meteorological and

oceanographic data.

Wind speed, air temperature, and specific humidity

at 10 m may be given as functions of time of day.
at heights other than

10

Wind speeds observed

m may be used to estimate the wind speed at

that height through the use of (5.4-1).
The model produces temperature and salinity predictions, as solu
tions to (5.1-1) and (5.1-2), and calculates the fluxes of net back
radiation and conductive and evaporative heat loss.
5.8.2.

Representative results

Figures 5.8-1 through 5.8-4 are representative results generated
by the model, presented in order to show the sensitivity of the model
to certain of the modeled phenomena.

In all cases, the initial con

ditions are depth-independent salinity (33 °/oo) and temperature (28 °C),
with other parameters as given in Table 5.8-2. Each run simulates 24
hours, starting at 0500 local standard time.
sets of profiles— one for each run.
for every three hours.

Each figure shows three

Each of the three sets gives T(z)

The set for Run 1, the reference run, is re

peated on each figure to facilitate comparison.

The simulations differ

from one another by choice of wind speed, solar radiation intensity,
advective loss, and double diffusive mixing parameter.

Table 5.8-2

gives the values of each of these for the nine runs.
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Table 5.8-1
Variables Required as Input

Average cloudiness
Initial temperature profile
Initial salinity profile
Wind speed at

10

m

Air temperature at 10 m
Specific humidity at 10 m
Vapor pressure
Horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity at specified depths
Mean horizontal currents at specified depths

Table 5.8-2
Parameters for Runs 1-8, Results Plotted In Figures 5.8-1 through 5.8-9

Advectlve heat

*10

Run

Figure

6

cm sec'

5.8-lb, 2b, 3c, 4b
900
600
5 8 -la
0
600
5.8-lc
1200 600
5.8-2a
900
600
5.8-2b
900
600
6
5.8-3a
900
600
7
5.8-3b
900
600
8
5.8-4a
900
360
9
5.8-4c
900
840
All runs: T = 27.4°C, cl ® 0.2, q
1

2
3
4
5

530
530
530
530
530
160
320
530
530
■ 0.0165 g kg \

100
100
100
0

200
100
100
100
100
- 0.0230 g kg”1,
q
oa

vp =» 36.0 mbar.
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r£L-

In Run lt typical oceanic values are used for the wind speed, solar
heating, and advective losses.

i

The remaining runs are made with varia-

tions on these three parameters and on the convective mixing parameter,
6.

Using Run 1 as a reference, it is seen that decreasing (Run 2) or

increasing (Run 3)

6

Increases or decreases, respectively, the temperature

gradients for the cooling part of the diurnal cycle.

Decreasing (Run 4)

or increasing (Run 5) the advective loss rate shifts the entire pattern
slightly to the right (warmer), or to the left (cooler), respectively.
Run 7 uses a moderately decreased solar warming rate and Run
decreased rate.
files for Run

8

6

a greatly

Each results in a net cooling at all depths.

The pro

show the effect of decreasing the wind speed.

Although

the surface cooling rate is decreased, the major effect seen is that
the mixing penetrates only a shallow depth, so that the diurnal range
of sea surface temperature is greatly increased.
the effect of increased wind speed.

The final run shows

Here the wind mixing penetrates to

greater depths and the mixed layer is nearly isothermal throughout the
cycle.

All nine simulations were started at 0800 local time and run for

24 hours.
For Runs 1, 2, and 3 the net heat input over the complete cycle is
zero.

Net warming or cooling trends are apparent for the remaining

runs, since variations in wind speed, solar heating, and advective rate
destroy the heat balance established for the first three runs.
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CHAPTER VI
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

6.1

Numerical Simulations o£ the Diurnal Heating Cycle
The numerical model was used to simulate the diurnal heating cycle

over several days for a subtropical ocean.

The meteorological and Initial

oceanographic conditions were obtained from data gathered on the Barbados
Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) of 1969.

Five ships

obtained various meteorological and radiometric data and simultaneously
made temperature-salinity-pressure soundings (STD's) several times a day.
The locations of the vessels are given in Figure 6.1-1.

Synpotic data

from all five ships are used here, but oceanic soundings from only the
DISCOVERER*are considered.

Descriptions of the hydrography of the BOMEX

region may be found in Mazelka (1973), Metcalf (1968), and Ryther et al.
(1967).
6.1.1.

Oceanic comparison data

Ocean temperatures and salinities were measured with the Plessey
Model 9006 multisensor (STD; the term applies to both the instrument and
the sounding) unit.
2.1.3.

A description of this device is given in Section

Eight soundings were obtained each day:

one every three hours

around the clock, beginning at 0200 local standard time.

(Hereafter,

all times are given as local standard, which for the BOMEX field project
was 60° W zone time, or four hours later than GMT.)
was lowered from the surface to about

1000

The STD instrument

m depth, sampling salinity,
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Figure 6.1-1
Locations of vessels, 20-30 June, 1969.
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temperature,and pressure on the way down but not on the return.
Time errors.

In obtaining the data, the deck crew was permitted a

one-hour time window diiring which the sounding could be started.

The

earliest the sounding could be started was at the standard observation
time (I.e.,

0200

for the first cast of the day), and the latest was one

hour later, after which the cast would be deleted.

This procedure con

tributed to a net lagging of the observation times— the mean delay in
starting times for all casts obtained at
minutes.

1100,

for instance, is nine

There was a further delay of five minutes for soaking the in

strument near the surface, before the descent to

1000

m was commenced.

Lowering speed through the upper 50 m was 20 m min~-L, so that the water
between the surface and that depth was sampled in less than three minutes.
Depth errors.
manually:

The initial depth for each sounding was determined

the sensor package was soaked for five minutes at two m below

the surface, as estimated visually by the winch operator; at this time
the depth recorder was set to two m.

(The numerical equivalence of

meters and decibars for shallow depths is assumed here; decibars pressure
was the parameter actually recorded.)

Allowing for swell and ship roll

giving a possible 1.5 m departure (too deep or too shallow) from the
desired two meter depth in the winch operator's estimate of the location
of the instrument, the two-meter initialization could have been made
with the Instrument anywhere between 0.5 and 3.5 m below the sea surface
(Delnore, 1972).
Temperature and salinity errors. Probable errors in the temperature
and salinity measurements are stated in Section 2.1.3.

Briefly restated,
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the rms errors for a single reading of temperature Is expected to be 0.05°
C, and that for salinity 0.03 °/oo.
6.1.2.

Meteorological and synoptic oceanic data

The values given In Tables 6.1-1 and 6.1-2 were used as the meteoro
logical and synoptic oceanic data required in the simulations.

The current

and gradient data given in Table 6.1-2 are comparable with summer values
for the North Atlantic given by Smirnova (1967).

Initial profiles of

temperature and salinity are given in Figure 6.1-2.

The initial conditions

were constructed by using the observed data from the sounding obtained at
2000, 22 June 1969, with the data below 20 m replaced by the time average
of all data observed over the following four days.

This modification was

done in an effort to suppress the variations in the observed profiles
deeper than the bottom of the diuraally-mixed layer.

These variations are

the result of processes not considered in the present model.
interval of the Initial data is one meter.

The vertical

An explanation for the near

surface salinity depression is offered in Landis (1971).
Some precipitation did occur during the time the oceanographic data
were gathered.

Rainfall at sea is difficult to measure and the BOMEX

records, as regards rainfall, are very scanty (Elliott, 1974).

Therefore,

except for one run to be introduced below, the precipitation rate for the
simulations was simply set so as to balance the apparent salt flux due to
evaporation, i.e.,
pQe
¥ - J— .
L

(6 .1 - 1 )
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Table 6.1-1
Time-Dependent and Constant Data for Simulations
—

) ■■■—

i

■

.

i —

i

■-

i

— .

■

................................ ......

................

Time of Day, Local Standard Time (Hours)
Variable

02

05

08

11

14

17

20

23

*Wind Speed,
cm sec“l

640

560

610

620

590

575

580

620

* Air Temp.,
°C

27.00

27.20

27.30

27.70

27.60

27.80

27.55

27.60

*Spec. Hum.,
8 kg" 1

.0167

.0161

.0163

.0166

.0167

.0167

.0167

.0166

**Cloud cover

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

36.0

0.20

36.0

36.0

36.0

36.0

0.20 0.20

+Vapor Press.,
mbar

36.0

36.0

+Sat. Spec.
Hum., g kg- 1

0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230 0.0230

•H-Net downward
Solar rad.,
cal cmT^day”!

524.0 (Total for entire day)

Sources:
* Paulson et al., 1972.
** Bridge observations (original data).
+ Pandolofo and Jacobs, 1972.
4+ Original data.
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Table 6.1-2
Depth-Dependent Data for Simulations

Depth,
Variable

0

10

m.

20

30

50

3S/3x x 108°/oo cm" 1

-1.3470

-2.0778

-2.1899

1.7674

0.5928

3S/3y x 108°/oo cm” 1

3.7354

3.6197

3.6915

0.6327

1.4870

3T/3x x 108oC cm" 1

-1.0972

-1.4865

-1.5619

-1.8754 -0.7281

3T/3y x 108oC cm" 1

-0.2931

-1.0383

-1.0182

-1.6265 -2.6427

ux, cm sec" 1

-46.5

-38.0

-36.4

-34.8

-36.0

Uy, cm sec" 1

23.0

22.0

21.4

17.8

15.0

Source:

Sanford, 1972, and Pandolfo and Jacobs, 1972.
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in (4.6-12).

Thus, the rainfall is proportional to the evaporation and

the net salt flux across the sea surface is zero.

Any change in the

i

amount of salt in the water column is thus due to horizontal advection.
Optical attenuation coefficients for coastal oceanic water, and the
division of the solar energy spectrum into wavelength bands are given in
Table 6.1-3.
6.1.3.

Surface flux predictions

Three four-day simulations were made, all with Initial conditions as
given in Figure 6.1-2.

Run 10 was made with

6

, the double-diffusive

mixing parameter, equal to 900 find Run 11 was made with 0 a 0 (no doublediffusive convection).

Run 12 was identical to Run 10 (i.e.,

except that the precipitation rate was set to zero.
parameters were identical for the three runs.

6

*= 900),

All other input

The fiuxes of solar energy,

back radiation, and evaporative and conductive heat calculated in Run 10
are given in Figure 6.1-3.

Also shown in that figure is a line repre

senting the advective heat loss.

The calculated fluxes shown are for

the second 24 hours of the simulation.

The cycle repeats itself, within

the plotting resolution of the graphs, every 24 hours.
Over the diurnal cycle, the predicted evaporative salt gain varies
between 1.081 x 10“^ and 1.270 x 10“^ g cmT^min"^, and is exactly balanced
by the apparent salt loss due to precipitation.

Horizontal advection

causes an apparent salt loss of 3.21 x 10"^ g cnT^min-^, which is about
30 times as large as that due to evaporation.

Nearly identical flux pre

dictions were generated in Runs 11 and 12.
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Table 6.1-3
Discretization of Solar Spectrum
(Variables defined as 'for Equation (5.3-3)
Optical wavelength, nm
0-350

350-450

450-550

550-650

650-750

750-2000

*

p,,,

0.0550

0.1520

0.2445

0.2200

0.1956

0.1320

**

rm',nf1

1.00

0.35

0.10

0.10

0.35

2.50

Sources:
*
**

Jerlov, 1966.
Tyler and Preisendorfer, 1960.
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HEAT FLU^
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Advective

Sensible

Net Back Radiative

02

Evaporative

Figure 6.1-3
Heat fluxes calculated for second 24-hr period, Run 10.
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6.1.4.

Temperature and salinity predictions

Predicted water temperatures for the four days for Runs 10, 11, and
12 are given in Figure' 6.1-4, together with the observed temperatures.
The expected rms uncertainty in the observed data is indicated by error
bars.

The temperatures predicted in Runs 10 and 12 are nearly Identical,

and are represented by the solid curves in the figure.

The broken curves

indicate departures of the Run 11 temperatures from those of Runs 10 and
12.

As stated previously, 0 *> 0 for Run 11 and

precipitation is set to zero only for Run 12.

6

» 900 otherwise, and

The calculations are

successful in predicting the general diurnal cycle and the slight warming
trend.

At eight m depth, there is a noticeable phase lag between the

predicted and the observed temperature.

Apparently the model is slow in

its removal of heat from intermediate depths.

Some of the phase lag may

by simply the result of delays in starting times of the soundings, as
detailed in Section 6.1.1.
The observed temperature at 15 m depth exhibits no discernible
diurnal period.

Indeed, the observed temperature variations lie roughly

within the limits of the rms error.

Therefore, most of the variation in

observed temperature at 15 m may be attributed to noise, which, of course,
is not predicted by the model.

However, the warming trend apparent in

the data is well predicted.
In Figure 6.1-5 are shown observed and predicted temperature pro
files for each of the standard observation times.

Each profile is

labeled according to time-of-day, local standard time.
16 m of the profiles is given.

Only the upper

The dlffusivities below that depth are
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Figure 6.1-4
Time series of observed and predicted temperature.
(a) Surface temperature;

(b) temperature at

8

m depth;

(c) temperature at 15 m depth.

Solid curves: Runs 10 and 12; Broken curves: departures of Run 11 from Runs 10 and 12.
Upper time scale: Time-of-day, in hrs, local standard time; Lower time scale: Month and date, 1969.

113

27.9

27.8
08

102

(a )
Time of Day

RMS Error in T:
RMS Error in z:

*,m

»■

(b )

10

(c )

10

z,m

IS
Figure 6.1-5
Observed and simulated time-temperature profiles.
(a) Observed data, averaged;

(b) Runs 10 and 12 (0 ■ 900);

(c) Run 11 (0 - 0).
Small numbers indicate time-of-day in hours.
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so low that departures of the profiles from those of the initial condi
tions (Figure 6.1-2) are insignificant. The integrations were, however,
i
carried to 50 m depth for all simulations. Vertical plotting resolution
for all profiles is one m.
Temperature profiles obtained by averaging together, by time-of-day,
the observed data for the four days are given in the topmost portion of
the figure.

The averaging was performed in order to emphasize the diurnal

heating cycle in the observations, and to suppress noise, trends, and ob
servational errors.

Error bars for both depth and temperature are shown.

Predicted temperature profiles for the second day of Run 10 are
given in the center portion of the figure.

(The second day is used

rather than the first to avoid start-up phenomena.
established, it is repeated.)
(6

Once the cycle is

Profiles from the second day of Run 11

■ 0) are given in the bottom part of Figure 6.1-5.

The temperature

predictions for Rim 12 (zero precipitation rate) are nearly identical to
those of Run 10, and thus are not shown separately.
The model predicts the temperature profiles quite well, especially
during the warming part of the cycle.

The cooling, however, is not

nearly as rapid as it should be, as evidenced by the excessive temper
ature of the simulated profiles for 2000 and 2300.
the use of augmented diffusivities

(6

It is obvious that

= 900 rather than zero) allows

better prediction of the mean profiles.

The main differences to be seen

between Runs 10 and 11 (Figure 6.1-5b and 6.1-5c, respectively) are
that, in the latter case

(6

** 0 ), the nighttime profiles (labeled

20,

23, 02, and 05) are not sufficiently isothermal and static Instabilities
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are developed in the early morning hours.

No such instabilities were

generated during Runs 10 or 12.
Time series of observed and predicted salinity at the sea surface
and at eight and 15 m depth are given in Figure 6.1-6.

The salinity

predictions from Runs 10 and 11 are shown as solid curves and are iden
tical within the plotting resolution of the figure.

The predicted

salinity from Run 12 (no precipitation) are always slightly greater than
those from the other two runs, and is shown in Figure 6.1-6 by dotted
lines.
It is seen that the observed salinity at all three depths exhibits
no clearly discernible diurnal pattern; thus it is meaningless to average
these data by time-of-day as was done for the observed temperatures.

The

time history of observed salinity suggests that in the afternoons of both
the 24th and the 26th of June either heavy precipitation or increased
advective salt loss, or some combination of both, took place— it would be
difficult from available data to determine which.

Since the input data

for the model include time-independent advection and precipitation rate
set to either zero (Run 12) or adjusted to balance the surface salt flux
due to evaporation (Runs 10 and 11), the predicted salinity merely re
flects an overall near-surface salt loss due to horizontal advection.
This salt loss, due to either precipitation or to advection, or to both,
is apparent in the observed data.
Figure 6.1-7 presents observed and predicted a t for the sea surface
and for eight and 15 m depth.

The calculated ot for Run 11

(6

« 0)

differs appreciably from that of Run 10 (0 = 900) only at the sea surface
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and only during the early morning hours.

Thus for Run 11, only the de

partures from Run 10 are shown, and these are shown as dashed curves.
Run 12 (zero precipitation rate;

6

° 900) yielded values of <% which were

very slightly greater than those of Run 10.

The difference Increases

linearly with time, due to the slightly lower rate of salt loss.
end of the run, the maximum difference In surface
12 Is about 0.01.
12

By the

between Runs 10 and

Due to Its similarity to that of Run 10, a t from Run

Is not shown.
The trend toward lighter water Is a result of the predicted decrease

In salt content, and the slight modulation Is the result of the strong
diurnal heating cycle.

This modulation In ot Is also perceptible in the

observed surface data.

6.2

Rayleigh Stability
For both simulations, Rayleigh numbers were calculated at all depths

included in the integrations.

The Rayleigh numbers indicate whether or

not convective instabilities are present, and thus whether or not doublediffusive convection is possible.

The Rayleigh numbers for salinity and

temperature are, as defined in Chapter III:

. S.±zHiS
S

R

V

—

1

(6.2-1)

V

i

(6.2-2)
'

That for pressure is
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(6.2-3)

1

(6.2-4)

,2

*WV

c

All symbols are as defined In Chapter 111.
Figures 6.2-lf 6.2-2, and 6.2-3 contain graphs of the movement of
the point Rg,

on a plane with quadrants as defined for Figure 3.3-1.

Figure 6.2-1 is for one meter depth, Figure 6.2-2 Is for eight meters
depth, and the third figure is for 15 meters depth.

The scales of Rg and

&P have been expanded differentially for each figure, in order to best
show the plotted data.

Therefore, the relationship between Rg and Rj.,

although still linear, has been distorted in the three figures.

Line XV

in Figure 3.3-1 is the line of static stability, defined by

(6.2-5)
This line is graphed in Figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2, but does not appear in
Figure 6.2-3 (it would pass to the left of the figure, so that all points
on the region shown are statically stable).

The line OH from Figure

3.3-1 is not shown in Figures 6.2-1 or 6.2-3, since in the former, OW
would be nearly coincident with the line R^, =
would pass to the left of the displayed area.

0

, and for the latter it
It is, however, labeled

in Figure 6.2-2.
In each of the stability figures, two graphs are given:
0 = 900 (Run 10) and the other for 0 = 0

(Run 11).

one for

The stability results

for Run 12 (no precipitation) are identical in character to those of
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Figure 6.2-1
Rayleigh stability diagrams for second day of Runs 10 and 11, 1 n depth.
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Figure 6.2-2
Rayleigh stability diagrams for second day of Runs 10 and 11,

8
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Figure 6.2-3
Rayleigh stability diagram for second day of Runs 10 and 11, 15 m depth.
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Run 10 and thus are not given separately.

The stability data plotted are

for the same time Interval (2000, 23 June 1969 to 2000 the next day) con
sidered In the earlier figures for salinity, temperature, and o^.

Time

in hours is indicated at the appropriate locations on each curve.

The

starting point for each curve in the stability diagrams is labeled "2 0 ,"
as is the ending point.

That the starting and ending points do not coin

cide is a manifestation of the slight heating trend and of the loss of
salt due to horizontal advection.

No stability diagrams are given for

the observed data, since the slight irregularities in the observed pro
files lead to wild excursions of the Rayleigh numbers, according to what
particular depths are chosen, and also because observations are available
only every three hours and interpolations are difficult.

For the simu

lations, of course, the profiles are generally smooth, and Rayleigh
numbers can be calculated for every half-minute of modeled time.
6.2.1.

Surface stability

The curve for Run 11 in Figure 6.2-1 shows that from the start of
the interval until about sunrise, there are changes in the near-surface
salinity stability but that the temperature gradient stays roughly the
same.

The water at one meter depth becomes statically unstable sometime

before 0300 and remains so until sunrise, at which time the surface
water beings to warm.

From sunrise until noon, the near-surface temper

ature stability increases, while the salinity stability changes slightly.
In the afternoon, the temperature stability decreases and the salinity
stability remains unchanged.

After sunset (approximately 1800, labeled

"18"), the thermal stability no longer changes, although that for
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salinity does.

The cycle for the next day Is nearly Identical, except

for a slight migration to the left and a small compression of the entire
pattern in the Rg direction.

The curves never cross the R^, axis.

In the case of Run 10, wherein convective instabilities were sensed
and the diffusion rates were altered according to (4.4-7) through (4.4-10),
the locus of Rayleigh stability is roughly the same as for Run 11, except
that the entire pattern is shrunk in both directions, indicating smaller
surface gradients of both salinity and temperature.

(The irregular ex

cursion of R_ between 0600 and 0900 is unexplained, but has no bearing on
b
the stability arguments here.)

Note that the curves for Runs 10 and 11

are nearly coincident during the two hours centered on noon.

During this

time, the .temperature layering, by itself, has a stabilizing effect on
the density, indicated by the fact that the curves move into the area for
which R^, > 0.

This, of course, is due to the strong solar heating at

mid-day.
6.2.2.

Stability at eight meters depth

The loci of stability points for Runs 10 and 11 for eight meters
depth are given in Figure 6.2-2.

At this depth, the high thermal

capacity of sea water causes the overall patterns to lag those of Figure
6.2-1 (the surface stability plots) by some hours.

The maximum thermal

stability for eight meters depth is seen to occur at 1400, two hours
later than for the surface water.

The overall stability is stronger at

eight meters depth than at the surface.

The major differences between

Runs 10 and 11 in Figure 6.2-2 occur only in the lower portion of the
diagram, where the night-time temperature stratification becomes con-
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vectlvely unstable.

Below the line OW, double-diffusive convection in

creases the nixing for Run 10, thus diminishing the gradients and forcing
that curve toward the origin.

Above OW, the curves for Runs 10 and 11

tend to be coincident.
6.2.3.

Stability at 15 meters depth

The diurnal variations in stability at 15 meters depth for Runs 10
and 11 are nearly identical.

In Figure 6.2-3, the thermal gradient is

seen to undergo wide, smooth changes over positive and negative con
vective stability, while the salinity gradient is very stable at all
times.

In fact, the slow decrease in Rg is nearly independent of time

of day, and apparently reflects the gradual increase in the degree of
mixing as the simulation progresses.

Also, the net increase in Rj, by

the end of the cycle is indicative of the increasing stability of the
average daily temperature gradient as the surface is warmed more rapidly
than the deeper water.
All of the Rg, R^, plane shown in Figure 6.2-3 is in the Rg >

0.

or

statically stable, no convection, regime, since the line OW would pass
to the left and below the curves.

This accounts for the similarity

between the two curves.

6.3

Summary and Conclusions; Recommendations
6.3.1.

Summary of results

A numerical model for heat and salt in the upper ocean has been
formulated and was used to predict the diurnal variations in thermohaline structure.

A convective stability analysis was carried out at
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each tine step, to enable modification of the vertical mixing coefficients
for the succeeding time step.

Three simulations were made:

Two with

double-diffusive convection (the precipitation rate being set to zero for
one of these) and one without.

In a comparison with observed oceanic

data, the simulations with double-diffusive convection produced better
results.

The simulation without double-diffusive convection had in

sufficient vertical mixing to remove near-surface static instabilities.
It was thus shown that double-diffusive convection pnehomena may be at
work to stabilize the water column.

This result is independent of the

modeled precipitation rate.
6.3.2.

Conclusions

The results demonstrate the necessity of including gradient infor
mation for both temperature and salinity in modeling the diurnal heating
cycle of the ocean.

A similar result was obtained by Miller (1976) at

a coarser vertical space scale and a seasonal time scale.

The model of

Foster (1971) did not include salinity gradient information and thus had
no mechanism for preventing near-surface static instabilities.
In the present model, several parameters were adjustable:

wind

speed, air temperature and humidity, cloud cover, net solar radiation,
vapor pressure, the horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity,
horizontal currents, and precipitation rate.

For all but the last two,

observed data were used, and for these two parameters reasonable
estimates were made.

It is possible to choose values for the precipi

tation rate and the horizontal currents which would allow much closer
agreement between observed and generated thermohaline structure.

In
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fact, with a judicious choice of diurnal variations and depth dependence
on precipitation rate and currents, an exact replication of the observed
temperature and salinity could have been forced.

But such a recon

struction Is not the purpose of the present study.

Rather, the model

was used for predicting the general diurnal heating cycle of the mixed
layer, with particular emphasis placed on physical phenomena which, until
now, had been neglected in oceanic models.

Thus it is concluded that,

with reasonable a priori estimates for certain input data, the diurnal
heating cycle of the mixed layer is well predicted by the model only if
double-diffusive convection phenomena are Included.
6.3.3.

Recommendations

The model developed in the present dissertation represents an attempt
to model many of the processes known to be at work in the heating of the
upper ocean.

Hopefully, models developed in the future will include the

dynamic stability analysis developed here, and will go further by
attempting to calculate the surface salinity more accurately.

This will

require much better precipitation measurements than are now available.
Any study such as the present one would benefit greatly from accurate
measurements of both horizontal currents at various depths and precipi
tation.

It is felt that improved measurements of these parameters are

needed in order to explain the very large excursions in observed
salinity shown in Figure 6.1-6.

Then the input data for the model would

be more complete and presumably this would allow better predictions of
the diurnal heating cycle in the mixed layer.
Also useful would be a study of the correlation between sea surface
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temperature and salinity and the subsurface gradients of these quantities.
This would permit calculation of the vertical heat exchange from variables
measureable by remote sensors; thus a synoptic description of the heat ex
change activity for a large region of the sea could be realized.
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APPENDIX A
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CALCULATION OF DENSITY

Density is treated as a function of salinity, temperature, and
pressure.

With pressure in decibars assumed to be numerically equi

valent to depth in meters for snail depths, formulas due to Friedrich
and Levitus (1972) are used for the direct calculation of

0 t:

7

ot -

T. cAz) TniSml

,

(Al)

i=l

where
cA (z) = y* + i|/±z + Z±z2'

(A2)

These appeared earlier as (4.5-2) and (4.5-3), respectively.
®i» Mi* ’J'i* and 5i are given in Table Al.

The n^,

T is in °C, S in °/oo, and

z in km.
The original Knudsen-Ekman formula of 1902 (Friedrich and Levitus,
1972) for the computation of in situ density is very complicated and is
not practical in a numerical mode, although the validity of that formula
has continually been substantiated for wide ranges of salinity and
temperature.

Friedrich and Levitus have recognized that by limiting

the range of salinity and temperature, much of the accuracy of the
Knudsen-Ekman formula can be retained with much less computation.

Thus

they have furnished (Al) and (A2) above, after determining, through a
least-squares fit, the coefficients listed in Table Al.
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Table Al
Coefficients for Equations (4.5-2) and (4.5-3)

1

n

m

1

0

0

-7.2169 x 10~ 2

2

1

0

4.9762 x 10" 2

-3.6349 x 10" 2

7.853 x 10“ 4

3

0

1

8.0560 x 10" 1

-8.5540 x 10“ 3

1.070 x 10“ 4

4

2

0

-7.5911 x 10” 3

6.4295 x 10“ 4

-1.397 x 10" 5

5

1

1

-3.0063 x 10" 3

1.9365 x 10" 4

-3.899 x 10” 6

6

3

0

3.5187 x 10" 5

-3.9740 x 10“ 6

-5.695 x 10“ 8

7

2

1

3.7297 x 10“ 5

-2.8108 x

Source:

u

Friedrich and Levitus, 1972.

S
5.1215 x 10°

10“ 6

-5.012 x 10“ 2

1.147 x 10“ 7
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The reduced ranges of validity for (Al) and (A2) are:

-2°C < T < 30°C
30°/oo i S < 38°/oo
0

km < z <

2

km,

and over these ranges the rms error (departure from the original
Knudsen-Ekman formula) is less than 5 x 10-^ Of. units.

Within these

ranges are included all salinities, temperatures, and depths of interest
in the present model.
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APPENDIX B
De p t h

profile of solar heating

Figure B1 is a graph of the solar heating rate (AT/At)so^ar
depth used in (5.1-9)•

versus

The graph shown is for latitude 13° 08* N, at

local apparent noon on June 21, 1969.

The solar altitude for that tine

was calculated to be about 78°.
(AT/At)S0 2 ar is calculated from (5.3-2) and (5.3-3), with the pm
and rm given in Table 6.1-3.

Az = 1 m, and all other symbols are as

defined in the text.
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APPENDIX C
WIND-INDUCED COMPONENT OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
/

The model for the wind-induced component of the diffusion coef
ficients requires assumption of the wave-orbital shear model of
Kitaigorodskiy (1961) and the assumption that the radius of the waveorbital paths is proportional to the mixing length.

These assumptions,

as applied in the present model, are expressed by (4.4-3), (4.4-4),
(4.4-5), (5.4-1), and (4.2-8).

Graphs of K^U)

as used in (4.4-1),

and (4.4-2), for various wind speeds U, are given in Figure Cl.

Also

shown is a broken line, representing the coefficient of molecular
diffusivity for heat, 8.94 x 10-^ m^min”^.
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APPENDIX D
THE COMPUTER MODEL

This appendix contains a flow chart of the computer program through
which the numerical model Is Implemented.

The program Is ^written In the

FORTRAN IV language, as extended for use on the DECSystem/10.
The program Is run from a remote Interactive terminal, with the
user supplying certain Input data at the start of the run, and receiving
various Intermediate results as the simulation progresses.

Page-plots

are written to disk files for later direct inspection or for output on
a line printer.
The source file occupies approximately 2500 card images.
working space needed for execution is modest:

The

only about 6000 memory

locations are needed to accomodate all arrays and variables— this is
because the calculation is concerned with only two time steps at any
time.
For At = 30 sec and Az = 1 m, a simulation of one day, with inte
grations carried to 50 m requires four min of central processor time on
a DEC-10-KL, without code optimization.
In Figure D1 are shown the symbols used in the computer program
flow chart, and the flow chart itself is given in Figure D2.

The

symbols used follow the conventions recommended by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), with the exception of the off-page
connector, which is an IBM standard symbol with no ANSI equivalent.

The

sequence of operations is always left-to-right or top-to-bottom, except
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where an arrowhead indicates otherwise.

The numbers in parenthesis

inside many of the symbols on the flow chart are references to equations
in the main text.
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Symbol

Meaning

Initialization

O
Calculation or process

o
CD

o
a

Decision (Corners denote choices)

Start or stop

Connector to another part of the chart .

Off-page connector

Q

c n

a

Output to manual terminal

Input from manual terminal

Input, from or output to on-line disk file

Figure Dl
Symbols used In flow-chart of computer model
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START

/
/
/
\
\
\

Set switches:
upper boundary fluxes
advection
solar heating
initial conditions
diffusion coefficients

/ T e s K

C = Constant

Diffusion\^.

S. switch/^
V = Variable

Read in
Precipitation rate
Read in:
^ time between plots
, duration of
simulation

Figure D2
Flow-chart of computer model
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Read in:
cloudiness
vapor pressure
density o£ air
specific heat of air
sat. specific humidity

i

i:

Read in:
wind speeds
specific humidities
air temperatures
(as functions of time-of-day)

Read in:
eastward current
northward current
horizontal gradients of S
horizontal gradients of T
(as functions of depth)

I

....

Interpolate horizontal
currents and gradients
to get values
apart

£>z

Test
initial condition
switch
j B Isothermal,
Isohaline
Rend in:
T, S
latitude, longitude
starting time t

BOMEX
observations

Read in

starting time tQ
latitude, longitude

Figure D2, continued
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9
ReadIin:

7

co' V

m " 1 '6 I

lable 6.1-3)

^

Calculate:
(5.3-3)

*o(z>

Solar angles (4.3-7)
(4.3-11)
albedo
enable
advection

Test
advection
switc

N

do not
enable
advection

Calculate:

(ATgdv^j* ^ ® a d v ^ j ’
j » 1, N
—

Calculate:
j ■ 1. N

/>y

(5.3-6,7)

p

(4.5-1,2)

T
write:

j* V

n

Set heat counters to zero:'
evaporative
sensible
long-wave radiative
advective
solar
apparent gain

I—

—

Write out:

V V
total heat input (= 0)
total apparent heat gain (= 0)
difference (= 0)

Figure D2, continued
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5
t " t + At
Calculate:
(4.3-11)
ialbedo
(4.3-7)
solar altitude
incident solar flux (4.3-2)
Test
folar heating^
switch

Enable
solar
heating

Calculate:
<A T .olar>j* J "
i-1
Tj, J - 1, H

no solar
heating

'•*

(5.3-4)
(5.3-5)

Add solar heat input to solar
input heat counter
Apply advective gains:
Calculate:
(5.3-8)

r-

j - l.H
(5.3-9)

111

Calculate:
time-interpolations for:
wind speed
air temperature
specific humidity

T
Calculate:

A r J - 1, N
OCy (5.4-2)

A
CPJ
Rsj

(5.4-3)
(4.5-6)
j * 1, N-l
(5.4-5)
(5.4-4)

*e j

(5.4-6)

Figure D2, continued
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V ■ Variable
Calculate:

lest
Diffusion
suite

(4.2-8)

CD

(5.4-1)

U19.5
Constant

(4.4-3)

n*

KW j . i “ l.H-1 (4.4-5)

E

>

Set lower boundary condition:

TU,

„i-l
(5.6-16)

SU,

_i-l

Set upper boundary
fluxes to zero

Zero
boundary
fluxes

Test
(Jpper boundary
condition
switch.

E >
Enable
boundary flux
calculations

Calculate:
T “ T^-1
O
N
L
^e
Q
c

%

(4.5-10)
(4.6-10)
(4.6-11)
*
(4.6-9)

Calculate:
temperature gradient
at surface (5.5-1)
salinity gradient
at surface
(5.5-2)
Calculate:
upper boundary values:
mi-1

N+l’

-i-1

N+l

(5.6-17)

(4.6-8)
f

(4.6-12)

ep
Calculate:
.heat amounts:
A t x Qe
A t x Qb
A t x Qe
Add to heat input
counters

TD
. SD1
N+l*
N+l

(5.6-18)

<5

Figure D2, continued
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Perform Integrations:
Calculate:

XU , SU1 , j=2,N
j

J

from

1

,„1-1, ,
1-1
S* %

TU^, SU^ & T*
J

J

J = 2, N+l
(5.6-12)

TDj, SDj, j=N,2

from TdJ+1> SdJ+1 &

xj’1,

S1"1 , j - N,1
(5.6-13)

Tj, s},

from TuJ, SUj, TDj, SDj,

j = 1, N

(5.6-14)

Calculate:

/>,, J ° 1 , M

(4.5-1,2)

Yes

Write:

Write
t, z

Calculate:
Net heat apparently gained
by water column
(4.1-35)

Write:
Heat inputs:
since last plot, and
since start of run (4.1-35)
Apparent heat gain:
since last plot, and
since start of run (4.1-35)
lhs
Difference
Write:
Tj* Sj ’ KTj’ KSJ’
REj*
J - 1, N

Figure D2, continued
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Set: « 1100

j *= N+l-L4
^ T j - KmT

» N

(4.4-8)

(4*4"10)

Set
'EM
Yes
No

~

hi

(4.4-7)

mTj

:U i -

Yes

EM

No

= R

(4-4“9>

+ KmXJ

<5 *4"7>

+ K^ 1

<5-4"8)

= £ No

Yes

L = L+l
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
1/3
EC

TN

T(N-l)

'SN

S(N-l)

(5.4-9)
(5.4-10)

‘EM

Figure D2, continued
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol

Units

Meaning

m

a

specified height above sea surface

"af

coefficient

for numerical integration

unltless

b

coefficient

for numerical integration

unitiess

c*

coefficient

for numerical integration

unltless

c

speed of sound in sea water

cm sec“^

cl

cloudiness fraction

unltless

Cp

specific heat capacity

cal °(T1 g" 1

'd

coefficient

for numerical integration

unltless

‘ef

coefficient

for numerical integration

unltless

7

coefficient

for numerical integration

unltless

f

(with subscript) arbitrary or specified
function

g

acceleration of gravity

cm sec~^

h

local hour angle

angular
degrees

h^

height of dominant surface wave

i

(superscript) time index for grid scheme

j

(subscript) distance index for grid scheme

k^

Kitaigorodskiy constant

m

net radiation factor

p

weighting function

unltless

q

actual specific humidity

g kg’1

q

saturation specific humidity

g kg- 1

cm

unltless
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t

time

sec, min

t*

time correction for longitude

min

u

horizontal water speed

cm sec'

u.
orb

magnitude of velocity of orbital wave
motion

cm sec'

v

velocity

cm sec

vp

vapor pressure

milliba

w

downward component of water velocity

cm sec'

X

horizontal distance coordinate, positive
eastward

cm

horizontal distance coordinate, positive
northward

cm

vertical distance coordinate, positive
downward

cm

A

arbitrary or specified constant

B

At(Az)”^

min m" 2

drag coefficient

unltless

CD
D

depth of bottom of mixed layer

cm

D

depth of lower boundary of numerical
integration

cm

Fep

net rate of salt flux at sea surface

, “1
g cm- 2 min

molecular diffusion coefficient for salt

m^ min"

modified molecular diffusion coefficient
for salt

m

molecular diffusion coefficient for heat

m

modified molecular diffusion coefficient
for heat

m* min"

total diffusion coefficient for salt

nr min

total diffusion coefficient for heat

m

KmS

Kis

KS
*T

O

2

min
min

9

9 min
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*w

wind-induced component of diffusion
coefficient

m^min”*

L

latent heat of evaporation

cal g- 1

N

Index of grid point representing the
sea surface

P

pressure

decibar

Pr

Prandtl number

unltless

Q

heat flux

cal cm-^min-^

Q'

heat flux density per unit wavelength

cal cm“\ i n “-*-

net back radiation flux

cal cnT^min”*

sensible heat flux

cal cm ^min ^

evaporative heat flux

cal cm- 2 min”^

total turbulent heat flux

cal cm

Qb

«f
^lhs
Q'
xo

rhs

<4

Q,s

net heat gained by water column
net solar energy density per unit
wavelength at sea surface
net heat added to watex column

—2

cal cm *
-3
-1
cal cm min

cal cm“ 2

incident solar energy density per unit
wavelength at sea surface

cal cm“\in"l

net downward solar flux

cal cm"^min"^

net downward solar flux density per unit
wavelength

-3 . -1
cal cm min

effective thermosolutal Rayleigh number

unltless

®EC

critical value of R£

unltless

®EM

maximum effective Rayleigh number within
a layer

unltless

RF

effective salt-fingering Rayleigh number

unltless

critical value of Rp

unltless

«E

-1

min
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Bp

pressure Rayleigh number

unltless

Rg

solutal Rayleigh number

unltless

Rp

thermal Rayleigh number

unltless

R1

Richardson number

unltless

5

salinity

g kg" 1

SD

salinity resulting from downward
Integration

g kg" 1

SU

salinity resulting from upward Integration

g kg" 1

I

temperature

°C

Tg

temperature, absolute

°K

ID

temperature resulting from downward
integration

°C

IU

temperature resulting from upward
integration

°C

Ua

wind speed at height a

cm sec" 1

Uw
mm
Y

water speed

cm sec” 1

velocity

cm sec- 1

Y

solar declination

rad

a

thermal expansion coefficient for
water

sea

unltless

6

solutal expansion coefficient for sea
water

unltless

Y

pressure expansion coefficient for sea
water

unltless

6

wave steepness

unltless

e

error term

unltless

£

solar altitude

rad

n

optical wavelength

cm
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length of dominant surface wave

cm

0

double-diffusive mixing parameter

unltless

X

longitude

angular
degrees

>i

coefficient for calculation of density

unltless

v

kinematic viscosity

2 sec-1
cnr

K

coefficient for calculation of density

unltless

P

density

g cm

o*.

density representation (sigma-tee)

unltless

V

Stefan-Boltzmann constant

-3

cal cm- 2 min~l (°K)-^

T

time duration or wave period

sec or min

♦

latitude

rad

X

albedo

unltless

*

coefficient for calculation of density

unltless

(I)

numerical stability parameter

unltless

r

optical total attenuation coefficient

m- 1

®T

time rate of temperature change

’C min- 1

¥

precipitation rate

cm min- 1

At

time increment, or time step for
integration

sec

Az

depth increment, or depth step for
integration

m
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Operator symbols
g
—
3r

partial derivative with respect to variable r

finite difference estimate for
fir

V

JL
3r

three-dimensional gradient operator
vector indicator

1

(prime) fluctuations from the mean, or flux density

—

(overbar) ensemble average

lx

eastward unit vector

ly

northward unit vector

a
[ ]

evaluated at a
evaluated at a

Subscripts
a

at height a above the sea surface

b

radiative

c

conductive (sensible)

e

evaporative

f

total flux

h

horizontal component

j

distance index on integration grid

m

molecular

0

at the sea surface, or initial value
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s

solar

w

wind-induced

x

eastward component

y

northward component

A

air property

S

solutal

T

thermal

Superscript
1

time coordinate on Integration grid
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